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ALL THE DEALERS ARE DEALINGI 
You 'll hear "IF you buy now • . . 
I F you buy this . . . 
AND we will glva . . . 
AN D Ihls, AN D Ihal . . . .. 
AI BUTTS PONTIAC-CADILLAC 
Ihera ara no IFS or ANDS, lusl . .. 
BUTTS QUALITY: PONTIAC: the small car division of GM is 
committed to excellence ... from the exciting new Firebird & Pontiac 6000 
through the penny pincher T1 000. Fit, finish & quality control are all a cut above 
the rest . 
CADILLAC: still an American Standard For The World. 
BUTTS SERVICE: We're proud that our dealership is ranked #1 
in customer satisfaction. That's #1 in all of Northern California & Nevada. We 
believe that service after the sale is our most important product. 
BUTTS SELECTION: We have the largest facility on the Cen-
tral California Coast. We offer you a wide selection by maintaining a huge 
inventory ... right now we have over 130 automobiles in stock. 
PLUS 
SELECT YOUR NEW AUTOMOBILE 
FROM OUR HUGE INVENTORY 
NEGOTIATE YOUR BEST DEAL 
PRESENT THIS AD . . . 
AND RECEIVE AN 
AM/FM STEREO RADIO 
AT NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE! 
OFFER GOOD TH RU AUG. 31, 1982 
PONTIAC 
THI SMALL CAl 'IO'U flOM OM 
CADILLAC 
AMIlICA N STANDAID fOI THI WOILD 
"YOUR SMALL CAR 
SHOPPING CENTER" 
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On the cover: 
One of the most famous-and most photographed- trees in the world is the Lone 
Cypress on Seventeen Mile Drive. It is just one example of l'what grows" on the 
Monterey Peninsula . Photo by Janet Machak . 
Editor's Notes 
you 're pregnant, but not when you're 
Classmate editor! Typing to meet a 
deadline, proofreading along wi th the 
staff, running envelopes full of paper back 
and forth from the typesetter, making last 
minu te requests for pictures, driving to 
the printer, and finally arranging for 
distribu tion: there doesn't seem to be 
time to do everything that must be done 
now. 
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by Virginia K. Duym 
When the ca lendar flips to lune, we 
think of green su mmer days, flowers 
blooming, and lots of warm sunshine. 
Monterey modifies those images some-
what with tired grass, wildflowers past 
their peak, and a brief hour of sun at 
midday. Nevertheless, a few of summer's 
advantages remain : irrigated lawns, fresh 
vegetables from the garden, baskets of 
fruit, and three weeks off to enjoy them or 
to get away from the fog. 
In this month's focus, "What Grows?" 
we take an affectionate look at some of 
nature's bounty. The idea came to me last 
summer when our family went berry 
picking. My husband efficiently harvested 
enough raspberries to last the winter and I 
fi lled a huge bowl with strawberries. 
Meanwhile our son sat between the rows 
of plants grabbing alternate handfuls of 
fruit, ripe or green, and dirt, then 
smearing the mess all over himself. Since 
getting back to nature in this small way 
makes a good summer break from work as 
well as fog, this focus was a way of sharing 
some possibilities. We hope you find 
some to try. 
Six months can be a long time when it 
takes that long to get orders or when 
In spite of the schedule, this has been 
an exciting as well as challenging six 
months, for the finished product makes it 
worthwh ile. The contributions of many 
assistants have made this magazine possi-
ble : the professionals who work out the 
details; the advisors who lend conti nuity; 
the governing board of OSWC who 
contribute news and articles; and most of 
all the staff, whose writing makes up the 
bu lk of the magazine, and whose cheerful 
attitude makes it fun. To all thank youl 
One member of the staff, Janet Ma-
chak, Associate Editor, has been my right 
arm for the last few months. As she takes 
over the editorship, I wish her a deeply 
felt " thank you and good luck!" She joins 
me in extending an invitation to those 
interested in joining the staff at our 
bimonthly meetings to help us proofread 
each other's contributions. Please call me 
at 372-5285 if you are interested. Being 
part of Classmate can be a rewa rding 
sidelight to your time in M onterey-it 
certainly has been for me. 0 
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND FACULTY CLUB 
The Naval Postgraduate School Officers· and Facully Club is among the finest in the Navy. Its 
services are provided to all active duty officers 01 the Armed Forces. laculty members and other 
specific groups. BankAmericard and Mastercharge are accepted for package store. evening lood 
services and EI Prado bar. 
Continenlal Breakfast - 0739-1030, EI RanchO: Luncheon - 1100-1315, EI Rancho (Cafeteria): 
Evening Dining - 1830-2130. EI Prado (Friday and Saturday) . TGIF on Friday nights 2100-0100. 
Music Friday and Saturday nights 2100-0100. 
Attractive rooms at the Club are available for private parties . and the Club Will provide prepared 
menu selections for home parties . For details ca ll 372-1339. 
Remember to make reservations early and do lei the Club know if you must cancel them. 
GUARANTEE ON 
PARTY RESERVATIONS 
Private parties in our dining 
rooms for wh ich reservations 
have been made for 20 or more 
persons, must sign a contract (at 
least 24 hours prior to the event) 
guaranteeing 95% attendance. 
The beautiful sunken garden lI.ith pool. co lorful 
flowers and well groomed plants sets the scene at 
Henmann Hall at the entrance to the Commis-
sioned OffIcers' and Faculty Clu b. 
NPS PACKAGE 
STORE - 373-7511 
is located adjacent to the 
Post Office, near parking lot ."E" . 
at Ihe rear of Herrmann Hall. 
Beer. liquor. wine , mixers. cock-
tail snacks and bar accessories 
are available . 
Monday-Saturday 1000-1700 
Open Friday evening until 8 
p.m. 
Welcome to summer in Monterey! 
Although the fog rol ls in, it usually burns 
off by noon and we have the sunshine of 
summer without the intense heat of other 
places. I wou ld hazard a guess that the 
weather in Monterey is more conducive 
to outdoor activities than any other place I 
have lived. 
I am sure you are all looking forward to 
a long and well-deserved break this 
month. Once the flurry and worry of finals 
is over we can all turn ou r attention to 
having fun and enjoying the break. Hearst 
Castle is on ly two hours away and is a 
lovely drive if you don't scream on 
curving mountain roads as yours tru ly 
does. San Francisco is also a great day trip, 
the Alcatraz tour is certain ly worth your 
time and is not an expensive tour. There is 
always Carmel with all those terrific shops 
that are constantly beckoning to be 
browsed in and, of course, none of the 
sa lespeople mind if you happen to buy. 
Personally, the on ly problem I run into is 
that the charge cards run out before I do. 
Our area also abounds with many beauti-
fu l golf courses and tennis courts, as well 
as lovely beaches and campsites. This area 
is certainly rich in new and different 
things to do and see, many at a very low 
cost. 
The end of the quarter also makes the 
end of many people's tour here, and at 
this time with much sadness we say good-




by Cindy Pritchard 
There are many of you out there that have 
touched the lives of us not just as OSWC 
members, but as personal friends as well, 
and we want to tell you that you will be 
sincerely missed. As is the custom in the 
military service, we of the OSWC are not 
saying IIgood-bye," but «so long," in the 
hopes that our paths will cross again in the 
future. 
Along with the farewells we will also be 
saying a great many hellos. Mixed with 
our sadness at those who must push 
forward to another tour of duty and leave 
us, is the great expectation of all the new 
friends and new members that we will be 
meeting and who will become just as 
important and special to us in the future. 
The OSWC Governing Board would 
like to extend you an invitation to our 
monthly functions and to our governing 
board meetings the first Monday of each 
month. 0 
OSWC CO URTESIES: 
Courtesies are extended by OSWC 
in the form of flowers or cards to stu-
dent wives who are hospitalized, 
seriously ill, or who have had a birth or 
death in the family. If you know of 
anyone to whom flowers or a card 
should be sent, please contact Carole 
Morrell, 646-8785. 0 




William E. Wood 
and IhsoClat(S 
~[ ALTO~S 
Pl ease send me your re locat ion information package. 0 
I wou ld prefer to locate in : 0 Norfolk 0 Virginia Beach 0 Chesapeake. 
I am interested in : 0 A New Home 0 Resale 0 Townhouse 0 Rental. 
My fami ly consists of 0 spouse and children. 
My price range is about $ to $ _________ _ 
Name ____ '---___________________ Rank __________ _ 
Address ______________________ City __________ _ 
State _________________ Zip _____ Phone 
M ILITARY RELOCATIO N SPECIALISTS 
We Can Help You Move Anywhere! 
WILLIAM E. WOOD & ASSOC. 
5308 Indian River Road 
Virginia Beach, VA 23464 
JEAN FRENCK (804) 467-4410 COLLECT or (800) 446-8260 
Six Offices Near All Military Installations 
3 
SALEM WOODS 
Virginia Beach , Virginia 
Custom Crafted Colonial Homes By 
Overholt Construction Co., Inc. 
4 or 5 Bedroom Roa noke 
.. 
3 o r 4 Bed room Lexington 3 o r 4 Bedroom Madison 
Features include stained woodwork, extensive use of crown molding and chair rail; exposed beams 
in family room; fireplace; kitchen bay window; heat pump (water to air optional); storm windows; 2 car 
garages; custom kitchen cabinets and vanities ; upgraded carpeting and padding; Kenmore appliances; 
energy saving insulation package; thermostat controlled attic fan. Any type financing. 
Exclusiuely By 
Execu-Systems Realtors 
4726 Larkspur Square 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Bob Zajack: (804) 467-2126 (Collect) • Home: (804) 467-2538 (Collect) 
OSWC Activities 
by Jan Hughes 
New Classes 
Art-Mixed Media-Rima West (625-2989). 
Art Classes for children, ages 6-12 from 20 
July 82 for 6 weeks, hours 10:00-12:30. 
Mixed media class indoor and outdoor 
study in basic concepts. Materials 
needed : drawing pad, water colors (small 
tubes-red, yellow, and blue), box of 
pastels. Cost: Members: $35.00, Non-
members: $36.00 
Tutoring-Kathy Lombart (384-5304). in-
dividual tutoring in all elementary sub-
jects and most Jr. and Sr. High subjects. 
Cost: Members: $8 .00/hr ., Non-




PARTS & ACCESSORIES FOR 
ALL IMPORTED CARS 
New - Rebuilt· Original -Competition 
Your Local Beck Arnley 
Foreign Car Parts Center 
DISCOUNTS TO MILITARY & STUDENTS 
REMANUFACTURED VW ENGINES 
EXCHANGE 
Short Blocks & Complete Engines 
For AU Imported Cars 
. "". 8:30-5:30 WEEKDAYS r ... ) 9 TO 4 P.M. SATURDAYS ee 
DI~'T~:~~~ 600 E. Franklin 
(at Cortez) Monterey 




We represent the largest International 
movers of household goods and personal 
effects throughout the world. Pioneers 
in International moving, we provide a 
containerized service which is first in 
quality and dependability. Let us show you 
how to save your moving dollars. 
S&S TRANSFER & STORAGE. INC. 
Please phone 899-1011 and ask for the Export Manager. 
~~Monterey 
'------.:1---1 Gymnastics Center 
Hiroshi Fujimoto, Ricl~ Johnson, Gloria Elber 
EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS 
A Non Profit Orgonization 
Complete Professionol Progrom For All Ages, 
From Tumbling For Tots Thru Boys & Girls 
Championship Teams 
We Welcome Military Families 
SERVING THE OVERA~l DEVELOPMENT OF CHilDREN 
OUR GOAL: 
PROMOTE OALANCE • COORDINATION. AGILIlY 
DEVELOP CONFIDENCE & SKill. MOVEMENT EXPLORATION 
CO-EDUCATIONAL-ALL lEVELS 




SUNNY AFTERNOON?? With all the rain that came in April , one wondered if the sun was ever 
going to show its warmth again. When it did, professors and their students made quick exits from 




a nd Loan Association 
CONVENIENCE .. FULL FINANCIAL 
SERVICE. 
JUST ACROSS THE STREET ' 
Visit our 900 Sloat Avenue Branch for 
• Interest Checking 
• High Yielding Treasury Rate Savings 
• Tax Sheltering - IRA 
• Drive Up Service 
• Safe Deposit Boxes and More 
Monterey Savings Oak Grove 
Open Mon Th. 95: Fri 9 6 
Telephone 373·2612 
Rita Moffitt. Manager 
Scholarships 
for Officers 
WASHI NGTON INESI ... The Navy's 
Scholarship Program, current ly limited to 
officers, provides schola rships from tax-
exempt corporations, foundations, funds 
and other scientific, litera ry or education-
al purposes. 
Such scholarships may be accepted by 
individuals in recognition of their out-
standing performance in a particular fie ld. 
Also, participants must undertake a 
project that may be of some va lue to the 
United States or will develop their recog-
nized career service potential. Recipients 
must attend institutions in the United 
States that are accredited by regiona l 
accrediting associations. However, ex-
ceptions are made for Rhodes, Olmsted 
and similar scholarsh ips that requi re study 
at foreign educational institutions. Navy 
members may not attend law school 
under this program. 
Officers who participate in this pro-
gram (not to exceed 24 monthsi carry fu ll 
academic schedules, including summer 
loads, and receive regu lar pay and 
allowances as well as perma nent change 
of station reimburseme nts, if enti tled. 
Additionally, scholarsh ip part icipa nts are 
required to serve on active duty while in 
the program and following graduation for 
a period three times the length of the time 
spent in the program, in addition to any 
other prior service obligation. However, 
no obligated service is necessary under 
the following conditions: 
• If the scholarship award is made in 
recognition of outstanding performance, 
and if its acceptance does not require 
reli ef from regular military duty for more 
than 26 weeks. 
• If the purpose of the scholarship is to 
permit the member to work on a project 
of value in the United States, rather than 
to fulfill the requirements for an academic 
degree. For further information and 
proper appli cation procedures, read 
OPNAV-INST 1520.24. 0 
Navy Relief 
Are you in the process of "pitching 
before the move?" If so, and you have 
found that you have unwanted, but 
usable, household items, kitchenware, 
books, clothing, and toys, please keep the 
Navy Relief Thrift Shop in mind. Your 
donations are needed and gratefu lly 
accepted. The Thrift Shop donation box is 
located in the parking lot in front of the 
NPs Dry Cleaners. If you have too many or 
very large items, or if you need a receipt 
for your income tax deduction, please 
drop the items by the Thrift Shop during 
its hours of operation. The Thrift Shop is 
open on Tuesdays (10:00 AM-12:30 PM) 
and on Thursdays (10:00 AM-12 :00 Noon). 
The Thrift Shop is located in Building 206 
(adjacent to the NPs Dry Cleaners and 
Barber Shop). If you are unable to drop off 
your donations during these hours , please 
contact the Thrift Shop Chairman, Helen 
Becker (375-7178), to make othe r arrange-
ments. Please do not leave donations 
sitting beside the donation drop box. 
The N PS Navy Relief Society Thrift Shop 
is open to all military personnel stat ioned 
at the Postgraduate School and to all 
active duty and retired Navy personnel. It 
is an excellent source of inexpensive 
uniform items, clothing, toys, and house-
hold items. All proceeds from the Thrift 
Shop are used to support the various 
activities of the Navy Relief Society. The 
Thrift Shop is operated by volunteer 
workers and all of the items in the shop 
are donations. Please help the Navy Relief 
Society to continue to help the Navy "take 
ca re of its own." 0 
La Mesa 
Bible Studies 
Ladies! The Protestant Women of the 
Chapel invite you to join us in prayer, 
fellowship and study of God's Word. Our 
studies are inter-denominationa l and 
hold the Scriptures as ou r final authority. 
Groups meet in the homes of members 
and rotate weekly. Our purpose-that we 
might know Jesus Christ as our personal 
Savior and learn to apply God's Word to 
ou r daily lives. Child care is available. 
Won't you join us? For information, call 
Judy suldo, 372-6773. 0 







Daily 9-6 p.m. 










~€:\NH€ElJ'1G CYCl€S Puch 
SAFETY & SERVICE FIRST 
188 WEBSTER ST., MONTEREY 373-3855 
Leonardo's Reality Salon 
HAIR CUTIING & DESIGNING 
FDR MEN & WDMEN 
COLORING. PERMANENTS. HAIR & SCALP TREATMENTS 
FACIALS. MANICURES. PEDICURES. NAIL WRAPPING 
SCULPTURED NAILS. BODY MASSAGE. WAXING 
MON-SAT 9 AM-5 PM 
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT 
1360 MARK THOMAS DR. 
Del MONTE HYATT HOUSE 
MONTEREY. 375-1 668 
NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA 
Specializing in lovely Northern Virginia 
Call collect or send for our relocation kit 
11484 Washington Plaza West Reston, Virginia 22090 
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International Night 
French famil y (top). Turkish dancers (middle) , and Korean choi r (bottom) at 1982 International 
'1ight.- Photos by l im y 5en' rmn 
by Virginia K. Duym 
When the narrator of International 
Night offered us a chance to seethe world 
and save ourselves the trouble of joining 
the Navy, we were glad to take him up on 
it. The world we saw was one few travelers 
glimpse: festive dress, family celebra-
tions, favorite songs and dances, and 
lively humor. From the opening Friend-
ship Song to the impressive finale of the 
Flag Ceremony I the world we saw was a 
friendly one. 
International Night, a favorite annual 
event at NPS, cu lminates a day of festivi-
ties. In the afternoon, booths are set up 
where international students and their 
families wear traditiona 1 dress, exhibit arts 
and crafts, and serve favorite foods. It 
really is a free lunch, and a very popular 
one. The evening performance gives 
internationals a chance to demonstrate in 
other ways their cultural heritage, and the 
rest of us a chance to enjoy. This yea r's 
theme, upeople in Friendship," created a 
warm climate for the world tour. 
In this friendly world, the common 
language was music. A Korean choir 
opened the performances of individual 
countries with folk songs; one a love song 
accompanied by an enactment of a 
traditional wedding ceremony. love of 
country was the theme sung by a repre-
sentative from Peru and by a family from 
Venezuela. Another family, this one from 
France, rowed to the strains of a seagoing 
tune, and a group of German students and 
their wives sang of good times and 
friendship. Close to home, the USA struck 
a familiar chord with Western tunes and 
" This land is Your land." A surprising 
number of the songs were familiar 
enough to have the audience clapping 
along. 
If the tunes and 
chord, so do the rhythms that make 
people everywhere get up and dance. In 
regional dances from Turkey, all male or 
mixed grou ps told a story or acted out an 
idea, as in the mysterious Moon and Stars 
dance. A lady from Thailand danced with 
expressive hand motions a portrayal of 
traditional feminine grace. A similar 
theme was picked up by the Venezuelan 
dances, when the lady and girls swirled 
theirwide ski rts. In a mood of celebration, 
the Greeks, in mixed or all male groups, 
performed several folk dances, including 
the rousing Zorba dance. 
The program wasn't all music; there was 
laughter to go along with it. The Canadi-
ans poked fun at their beer drinking and 
sports, the Norwegians mocked their 
ancestors' love of ice and snow, and the 
Australians spoofed an unconventional 
cricket match. Even in the musical num-
bers, most countries injected some good-
natured joking about their national 
image, much to the audience's enjoy-
ment. 
The immediate purpose of Internation-
al Night is to raise funds for the work of 
the International committee, whose long 
range purpose is to host families from 
abroad, welcoming them to NPS and 
easing their entrance into American life. 
The members work hard and are well 
supported by those American and inter-
national families active in the sponsor 
Our friends help remind us that the 
spirit of friendship we felt at International 
Night belongs not only on a day of 
celebration, but all yea r; not just at NPS, 
but wherever we go. Although the close 
association of international families here 
is unusual, our world really is a small one. 
If we can learn here to accept and 
befriend each other, perhaps the nations 
we represent can learn to cooperate in 
the sea rch for peace. 0 
CHI LDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
14 1 Websler at CO,)s 
fbehllld Monl ere~ POSI Of/tce) 
8 
For Very Wide Feel We Stock 10 EEE 
For Very Narrow Feel We Stock 10 AAA 





With This Ad 
51 .00 off to Military on 1st pair 





NICE GUY AND 
YOUR COUSIN 
KNEW HIM 
IN COLLEGE, SO 
YOU PICKED HIM 




It's not a very good 
reason to trus t someone 
with what is probably your 
most important investment. 
But, it's reason enough for 
a lot of Americans. Because, 
for some reason, they 
assume real es tate people 
are all pretty much alike. 
Th is is more than a bad 
ass umption . 
Why not trust someone 
who understands your 
needs because he 's "been 
there" himself . 
LANCE J. STRAUSS 
Real tor-Associate 
USNA '73 • NPS '74 
100 CLOC K TOWER PLACE 








The Chamber Music Society of the 
Monterey Peninsula announces the six 
concerts of its 1982-83 season. All perfor-
mances are given in Sunset Auditorium, 
San Carlos & Ninth, Carmel. 
-Opening the season friday, October 8, 
will be the QUARTETIO BEETHOVEN 
di ROMA, a group accla imed for " its 
soaring lyricism." 
- The VERMEER STRING QUARTET will 
appear on Sunday, November 14. This 
quartet has, as one critic put it, Ha 
luscious tone and hairline precision 
plus soul." 
Your Independent travel 
agent serves you best. 
-On Saturday, January 8,1983, The NEW 
WORLD STRING QUARTET, a group 
with an exciting, individual way of 
playing. 
-The MELOS STRING QUARTET, in the 
first rank of new generation European 
Chamber Groups, w il l play on Thu rs-
day, March 3. They are well known for 
their Deutsche Gramaphone recor-
dings. 
-This year's SALON CONCERT (made 
possible by a grant, matched by dona-
tions by Society members) features the 
BEAUX ARTS TRIO, probably the 
world's outstanding piano trio. The 
date: Thursday, April 7. 
-Winners of the Chamber Music Socie-
ty 's Ensemble Competition for young 
musicians will perform Sunday after-
noon, May 1. 
Single season membership is $21; for 
full time students, $10. Single concert 
tickets, when available, are $7. Tax 
deductible donations are invited: Bene-
factor ($100 or more); Business & Profes-
sional ($75) ; Patron ($50); and sponsor 
($25). These donations are in addition to 
the membership fee. 
For further information, phone 624-
8261 , Ext. 430, orwrite the Chamber Music 






Show and Sale 
The "Silver Anniversary" of the 25th 
Annual Monterey Peninsula Antiques 
Show and Sale, sponsored by St. Mary's-
By-The-Sea Episcopal Church in Pacific 
Grove will be held July9, 10 and 11 from 11 
A.M. to 7 P.M. on Friday and Saturday and 
from noon to 5 P.M. on Sunday. 
Initiated twenty-five years ago by Mrs. 
James Durage to help fund the charitable 
endeavors of the Women's Guild, it has 
since become a project of the entire 
parish. Each year since its inception, they 
have selected and invited a convivial 
group of 28 specialized and diversified 
antique dealers whose exhibits run the 
gamut from Georgian silver to old chris-
tening gowns; pattern and art glass to fine 
Oriental artifacts; country western furni-
ture to examples of 18th century English 
cabinetmaking; old medical and dental 
instruments to carved French clocks; and 
heirloom jewelry to antique dolls and 
books. 
Antique dealers John Keller and lewis 
Scott of Carmel and silver specialist Crace 
Elliott, formerly of Beverly Antiques in los 
Angeles and owner of a new Carmel shop, 
B. K. & 5., will be honored for their 
continuous participation in the Monterey 
Peninsula Antiques Show for the past 25 
years. The ladies of St. Mary's-by-the-Sea 
who have worked for the show's success 
since 1957 will also receive recognition 
during the "Silver Anniversary" Sunday 
brunch. 
New in the show this year are three 
exhibitors, who will feature a dazzling 
display of crystal , Victorian pressed glass, 
cut, pattern and art glass, and porcelain 
figurines. 
Two pre-show lectures will be present-
ed prior to the opening of the exhibits on 
the 9th and 10th at 10:30 A.M. Friday, 
William Simpson will lecture on English 
furniture and there will be an informal 
/ 
I 
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Antique Silver- Photo by Palricia Bowedder 
talk on silver on Saturday. Patrons are 
invited to bring their own English an-
tiques and silver for information from 
these experts, but no appraisals will be 
given at this time. Admission to both 
lectures and the 28 exhibits for all three 
days of the show are included in the $2 
donation. 
The traditional " cooked by church 
members" luncheon and Sunday brunch 
will be served in the Garden Court from 
11 :30 A.M. to 2 P.M. each day of the show. 
Priced at $3.75, including beverage and 
dessert, the menus feature a l asagne 
lunch on Friday; their famous Patio 
Casserole on Saturday; and on Sunday, 
the men of the parish will prepare Turkey 
Crepes Parisienne. 
After 2:30 P.M. sandwiches, home-
made desserts and beverages will be 
available. Homemade delicacies such as 
james, jellies, pickles, cakes and cookies 
may be purchased from the Corner 
Cupboard in Clay Hall, and plants from 
the Secret Garden Gazebo. The historic 
95-year-old church will be open to visi-
tors. 
Convenient bus lines and plenty of 
parking space is available near St. Mary's-
by-the-Sea Episcopal Church at 12th and 
Central in Pacific Grove during the "Silver 
Anniversary" of the 25th Annual Monte-
rey Peninsu la Antiques Show and Sale, 




Newcomers Informati on and Relocation Ki t 
Call TOLL FREE: 
1-800-874-9167 
6Qu)) or write: Walter Williams Realty, Inc. 1389 Cassat Avenue 
Jacksonville, Florida 32205 
NISSAN SENTRA 
WAGONDEWXE 
YOU NEED TO SEE: 
DATSUN 
SUBARU 
#2 GEARY PLAZA, 
SEASIDE 394-8501 
Lyceum of the 
Monterey Peninsula 
The Lyceum was founded twenty-two 
years ago for gifted students, but has been 
expanded to offer programs for gifted, 
talented and motivated students in pre-
school through high school. Ask around; 
many NPS fami lies are already involved, 
both as students and teachers. 
With over 200 seminars offered each 
yea r to an enrollment of 2000 students, 
they can participate in whatever interests 
them. This summer's program includes 
choices from science, humanities and the 
arts. Science classes range from a tide-
pool stu dy for the ea rl y grades to astrono-
my for senior hi gh. Art, music, and craft 
classes are taught by professionals, with 
the assistance of in terested parents. 
For more information, call the lyceum 
office at 373-6098. The Lyceu m of the 
Monterey Peninsu la offers a variety of 
opportunities to interest and challenge 
you . 0 
FURNITURE AND PIANO REFINISHING 
m-='~ ANTIQUE 
, ~1 RESTORING I" A SPE CIALTY 
MlliT ARY CLAIMS 
& ESTIMATES 
TOUCH-UP & SPOT REPAIR 
GOlD & SILVER LEAFING 
FURNITURE REPAIRS 
OlD PAINTINGS & PICTURE FRAMES 




PICK·UP & DEliVERY 
(408) 17)-3030 
289 Dickm~n Avenue 
Monterey , C.lli1ornj~ 91940 
RACING AGAINST TIME AND 
THE OCEAN, YOU NEED THE WORLD 'S 
TOUGHEST CHRONOMETER: ROLEX 
.~ 
ROLEX 
The Rolax GMT~Master, showing exact 
time simultaneously in two zones, and 
pressure-proof down to 165 feet. In 
18kt. gold with matching Jubilee 
bracelet. Also in stainless steel and gold 
with matching Jubilee bracelet; and in 
stainless steel (above) with matching 
bracelet, $900. 
DOWNTOWN MONTEREY • . 72 ALVARADO ST. • OPEN FRIDAY NITE ill g . 
DEl MONTE SHOPPING CENTER • OPEN WEEKNITES 'TIL 9 • SUNDAY 10-5 • 
DOUBlETREE INN . 230 ALVARADO MAll . OPEN WEEKNlTESill9 • SUNDAY 10-5 _ 
MARINA VILLAGE CENTER . 215 RESERVATION . OPEN WEEKNIT£5 'Tll9 . SUNDAY 10-S . 
OLDTOWN SALINAS • 246 MAIN STREET • OPEN FRIDAY NITE ill 9 • 
CARMEL PLAZA • OCEAN AVENUE • OPEN FRIDAY NIlE 'TIL 9 • SUNDAY 10-5 . 
NORTHRIDGE SHOPPING CENTER • OPEN WEEKNITES 'TIL9 • SUNDAY10·S e 
• $ , <D II 
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feature section 
INT ERNATIONAL MESSAGE 
With words of friendship in many 
different languages lingering in my mind, 
I have been reflecti ng on the need to 
learn the words for IIThank You" in as 
many languages. Seeing the efforts put on 
by so many people from so many coun-
tries I have found so many reasons for 
saying thank you! 
Having never attended an International 
Day. and Night and then finding myself 
producing the event was, to say the least, 
frightening. Armed with words of wisdom 
from people with past experience and my 
small KEEP SMILING sign, it seemed that 
my first task was to find some people, 
experienced, talented, and willing to 
help. Merc;. 
Until this time I had never fully realized 
what a unique and talented group we 
have here at NPS. The cooperation and 
hard work seemed to be taken in stride as 
we all pitched in and divided the work 
load. The production crew was outstand-
ing, getting the show together and the 
technical details arranged. The cultural 
committee got all the publicity, tickets 
and planning worked out. Little Theatre 
assisted in staging the production. Danke. 
The daytime chairmen organized and 
helped the countries with everything they 
n~eded plus many extra tasks. The PG 
school pitched in with help from the PA, 
the print shop, and Public Works. EMD 
gave much time and effort to all of our 
proceedings. Everyone really pitched in 
and went to work. Efhareestok. 
The displays made me feel a sort of 
homesickness for places I had visited 
by Susan Sentman 
during Larry's deployments and a desire 
to pack my bags and visit all the countries 
I've never seen. The time, work, and effort 
put into making International Day by 
these groups made me appreciative ofthe 
wonderful displays and show. To sit down 
and watch the varied performances was 
exciting. The countries' performances 
were outstanding, each sharing a bit of 
HOLMAN'S 
Since 1891 
We're more than just a 
department store at 
HOLMAN'S. We're 
people, helping people 
with quality merchandise 
and friendly service. 
HOLMAN'S has more 01 
what you're looking for, 
with all the latest fashions 
for Men, Women, 
Children, and the home. 
Let us show you what 
~i;;;. ............ ;;:;;;...;q:u~a~lity~ realty means. 
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their culture and customs and family life 
in such a beautiful way. Terima kasih. 
There was a thrill that I felt as I watched 
the countries represented here parade 
their flags at the finale, men proud and 
women beautiful. What a solemn mo-
ment. A lovely voice singing IlPeop\e" 
made me swell with pride that I am a part 
of "People in Friendship." Not on ly the 
show but even more, the people making 
so many friends, var ied, talented and 
wonderful. Dank u wei. 
I would like to thank everyone for all of 
their efforts and sharing their time and 
talents. You all did such a fine job. And to 
all those many people who supported our 
"sell-out" show and baked so many 
mouth-watering foods. It is a pleasure to 
have worked with you all. Kam-sah-
hahm-nee-dah. 
I hope that others will take the opportu-
nity to become a sponsor and get 
involved, learning new words for "friend" 
in other languages. Come join us and feel 
Senang. 
At this time I would also like to extend 
my thanks for all their work to our 
graduating committee chai rmen: Dirk 
and Carla Van Dord, Netherlands, Spon-
sor Committee; Steve and Ginny 
McComb, USA, Entertainment Commit-
tee; and Tom and Debbie Donaldson, 
USA, Cooking Classes, Best of luck at your 
new duty stations. Tesekkui ederim. 
For more information about becoming 
a sponsor and/or working on a commit-
tee, call Susan Sentman (646-8354) or 
Helen Hammond (373-5303). 0 
New Kids 
on the Block 
A boy, Lance Patrick, 7 lb. 4 oz., on 
February 7, 1982 to Andrea and Mark 
Kindl. 
A girl, Rebecca jean,8 Ib. 12 oz., on March 
16, 1982 to Gloria and Pete jones. 
A girl, jennifer Michelle, 7 lb. 10 oz., on 
April 4, 1982 to Diane and Rick Daven-
port. 
A girl, Sen Yung, 6 lb. 13 oz., on March 19, 
1982 to Chil Sung and Hyun Sun Park. 
A boy, Young Won, 8 lb. 12 oz., on 
February 9, 1982 to Gi Won and Jeung 
Won Ko. 
A boy, Brian Gene, 71b. 6 oz., on April 26, 
1982 to Carrie and Ayers Blocher. 
A girl, Maureen Ann,8Ib. 6 oz., on April9, 
1982 to Laura and and Steve Cox. 0 
Wee Care 
A Christian Pre -School 
and Day Care 




AGES 3, 4, AND 5 
1375 IOSS[LYN CANYON RD. 
MONT[R[Y' 375· 5390 
Dscar Hossenfellder's 
__ RESTAURANT • MEMY-GO-ROtl'RD • ICE CREAM ..... 
Available for special parties of all kinds (up to 5000 or as small as 
you like) . Special arrangements are made for all age groups. For 
example a kiddies party for pre-schoolers includes a kiddie sun-
dae, party hat, soft drink, fun maker and a ride on the authenti c 
1905 merry-go-round for $3.15 each. For adults there's Capone's 
Roaring 20's party including cocktails, dinner, entertainment, ice 
cream orgy, merry-go-round rides and surprises. 
... Try Oscar IIossenlelllm's Fabulous Fonnula Ia! Cream, .,. 
Gold Medal Winner, California State Fair 1979-1980-1981 
I' E.dgewater Packing eompany 
640 WAVE STREET . ON CANNERY ROW, NEXT TO THE WAREHOUSE 649-1899 
W BOB DOERR PHOTOGRAPHY 
Specializing in location Portraiture 
and weddings. 
Call today for an appointment 649-0198 
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by Susan Carr 
Thanks to the efforts of a " friend of a 
friend," I was able to visit the quarters of 
Mary Ross and pick up some great 
decorati ng ideas. 
by the refrigerator free for something 
else. Using the same colors but different 
prints, a coordinating effect is noticed 
with the curtains, table coverings, chair 
pads, picture frame mats, and attractive 
valance just above the kitche n sink. Mary 
explained how she always does her 
kitchen in the same colors so that fabri c 
used in the last quarters can be combined 
with that in the present home. A chi ld 's 
toy chest serves as storage space and 
window seat. 
Mary and her family occupy a 3-
bedroom townhouse which, to a " Quad-
Dweller," is the elite of Navy Housing. 
The cheerful kitchen, appearin g to be a 
little more spacious than others J've seen, 
was my first stop. The reason for the ext ra 
space? Mary moved her refrigerator in 
front of the closed door to her dining 




KNITIING & CROSS STITCH 
Zelma & Allan Weinfield 
(408) 624-YARN 
3620 THE BARNYARD • CARMEL, CALIFORNIA 93923 
CARPET REMNANTS 
Good Selection 
Fast Friendly Service 
Family Owned and Operated 
FREE 3/8" FOAM PAD 
To Military with Remnants 
Full Service Floor and Window Coverings . 
Remnants & Rolls . Custom & Ready-made Draperies 
1100 Del Monte Avenue 
Monterey, CA 93940 Tel. (408) 373-7759 
As I climbed the stairs to the little boy's 
room, something kept echoi ng in my 
mind, IIWe've only been here for two 
months. " After almost two yea rs I should 
be as lucky! Why the coordination in this 
room? Because a twin spread is too long 
for bunk beds, Marycut off the excess and 
used the fabric for curtains. There was just 
enough for a valance and sides. Smart 
thinkin ', huh? 
The dining room table and chairs 
occupy a far wall of the livi ng room, 
leaving the space normall y appointed for 
dining to serve as a small alcove. This is 
Mary's family room, saving wear and tear 
on her living room furniture. 
I was next treated to a view of the litt le 
girl 's room that was just lovely. The focal 
point of this room was the hand-made 
canopy Mary and her husband had 
fashioned of wood, sheets, and batting. 
The structure hung from the ceiling on 
UNDERFASHIONS 
From 
FRANCE & U.S.A. 




(40BJ (i24 · /400 
P.o. Box 73 61 
san Corlos Of 7 111 
Carmel. C/\ 0 .192 I 
short lengths of decorative chain . It was 
formed of 2 x 4-inch pieces of lumberthe 
lengths of the bed, and covered with 
padding and sheets (use a staple gun, I was 
told). With sheeting left over, Mary was 
able to hang strips resembling four 
posters. The center was padded with a 
coordinat ing solid fabri c. Please, if you 
are seriously considering this project, see 
this canopy first-it's that terrific! The 
Ross's have kindly consented to allowi ng 
their phone number to be published for 
questions. It is 649-0841. 
Oohing and Ahhing over bathrooms is 
not my forte , but each o ne was attractively 
done. Mary skirted each sink (elastic 
around the top secures it to the sink), 
covered the tanks and lids, and even had 
enough fabric left over to trim her towe ls, 
making seconds look like first qualityl 
While I'm Hin the bathroom," I must give 
a plug to fellow Classmate staffer Joyce 
Anderson . She used companion fabrics in 
her bathrooms with charming results. The 
walls are covered in (starched) fabric 
which matched, o r coordinated with, 
picture frame mats, the tank and lid 
covers, va lance, and shower curtain (use a 
plain plastic liner insidp) . The companion 
fabric detailed the wa ll in a 4 to 6-inch 
strip and trimmed the shower cu rtai n. 
One could expect no less from such a 
talented artist! 
What an offering; I hope you are as 
impressed as I was. My specia l thanks to 
Mary Ross, a bouquet to Joyce Anderson, 
and regards to the "friend of a friend" 
who prefers to remain nameless. Come 
on now! If you have an idea that makes 
your quarters more liveable, attradive, or 
iust plain to lerable, contact the Classmate 
editor. ('mon-SHARE I 0 
KINGDOM COME 
9:30 to 5:30 Mon. thru Sat. 
Vi sit our "Children'sand Youth Corner" 
26386 Carmet Rancho Lane, Carmet 
" Approaching The Barnyard" 
Phone 624·1290 
Convenient Parking at 2 Entrances 
A New Shop with a non denomi-
national Christian theme! Bibles, 
Gifts, Books and Cards for all occa-
sions. Also a fine collection of con-
temporary iewelry by James Avery 
Craftsmen, Inc. Please visit our 
children!s corner and listening 
center. 
Gifl Cerlificales Available 
r--------- SAVE THIS AO---------..., 
I Sending A Package? I 
I I I We'll Arrange I 
Shipping For Your LET US TAKE I 
Packages By: CARE OF YOUR I 
• UNITED PARCEL 
SERVICE 
PROBLEMS! I 




• CUSTOM PACKAGING 
• TAPE • BUBBLE WRAP 
• STYROFOAM FILL 
• BOXES .. . CUSTOM MADE 
OR FROM OUR STOCK 
Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 
2107 FREMONT 
MONTEREY. 649-0733 
Corner of Casa Verde and Fremont 
L Across from Coca-Cot a ________ SAVE THIS AD ________ ..1 




"ALL YOU CAN EAT!" 
DINNER SPECIALS 
MON. & TUES. 
BBO Beef Ribs and BBO Chicken 
WEDS & SAT. 
Calamari Feed 
THURS., FRI. & SUN. 
Fish Fry 
KIDS 5~ Per Year 
10 & Under V' Fish or Chicken 
711 CANNERY ROW • 649-8676 
lS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 
: WIl~12~ IT~~ IlAVV~~I~f3 : 
• by Bobbie Meeker • 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
It seems we have made it another quarter and w ith summer 
here the break is a needed one. The pace on the Peninsula 
seems to have slowed a bit so take this opportun ity to relax and 
see the beautiful sites. Have a nice summer breakl 
June 25 
June 29 
Carousel; Gordon Macrae, Shirley Jones, 
MPC Choral Room 
Singin' In The Rain; Gene Kelly, Dona ld 














Paintings of Lucas Block; Monterey Confer-
ence Center 
Death of a Salesman; Hartnell Theatre, 
Western Stage 
La Mesa Bargain Fair 
Golf To urnament 
An Ame rican in Paris; Gene Kelly, Leslie 
Caron, Oscar Levant; Sunset Cultural Center, 
Carmel 
OSWC Luncheon; Holman's in Pacific Grove 
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the 
Forum; Hartnell Theatre 
GRADUATION ! 
Break Begins 
HAPPY FATHER'S DAY 














Cyrano de Bergerac; Hartne ll Theatre 
Seyen Brides for Seven Brothe rs; Howard 
Keel , MPC Music Hall 
INDEPENDENCE DAY 
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the 
Forum 
Registration 
My Fair Lady; Rex Harrison, Audrey Hep-
burn, MPC Music Hall 
West Side Story; Nata lie Wood, MPC Chora l 
Room 
25th Annual Monterey Peninsula Antiques 
Show & Sale; SI. Mary's- By-The-Sea Episco-
pal Chu rch, Pacific Grove 
Classes Begin 
The Music Man; Robert Preston, Shirley 
Jones, MPC Music Hall 
Pippin; Ben Vereen, MPC Music Hall 0 
MOVING TO •.•• NORFOLK 
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~~lIIliIn licg.llr Hogan 
Residenflal Sales Corporaflon 
3529-A Virginia Beach Blvd . 




• VA. BEACH 
• PORTSMOUTH 
• CHESAPEAKE 
• NEWPORT NEWS 
• HAMPTON 
Goodma n Segar Hogan is 
GLENN RUSSELL 
MEMIER MIWON DOLLAR SAlIS CWI 
Tidewater Virginia's largest r---- ---- -- CUP COUPON 
full-service real estate com- I I·m moving to: 
pany with thirteen sales of- I -------
ficesandmanyfine residen- I When? _________ _ 
tial properties. Glenn Russell, I PnceRange _______ _ 
oneofour relocation special-I No.ofBedrooms ______ _ 
ists, can provide you with I Name _________ _ 
personalized seNice. Call i Address ---------
now for a free welcome kit I 
and for up-tO-date market I 
information. I Phone: [ 
Maison Bergerac is a dream come true 
for Ys lim and his brother Vuen Tong lim. 
It can also be a dream come true for many 
of our readers. If you remember, a few 
months ago w he n reservations were 
opened for the eight months the Maison 
Bergerac was open, they were sold out 
within three days. Now the lim families 
have two seatings at 5:30 and 7:30 P.M., 
Tuesday thru Sunday nights, so you can 
ca ll and get reservations possibly for the 
same week. 
Dr. Hart 's Victorian House is the setting 
for the Maison Bergerac. You can still see 
Dr. Hart's name plate in stained glass over 
the front door. The first floor, which is the 
restaurant, was originally Dr. Hart's office. 
The second and third floors are at present 
living quarters for Vuen Tong lim's family, 
but they hope to be able to accommodate 
more people by adding the second floor 
to the restau rant. 
The tables, which are so spaced to offer 
you privacy, are graced with antique 
china collected by Ys lim, and his art work 
is used as wall decor. He is an accom-
plished artist here on the Monterey 
Peninsu la and also our extremely efficient 
wai ter. Neither lacking nor overbearing 
describes our service best. The later sitting 
affords you a little more time to enjoy a 
lively conversation with Ys lim, and 
perhaps he wi ll even share his interesting 
background with you. 
by Linda Connelly 
As an aperitif we were served a delicate-
ly sweet blackberry wine. After the savory 
cocktail , the salad, Celeriac (celery root) 
and Mushroom Salad blended with a 
tangy dressing was served with a French 
white wine. 
Next came their own Garden Sorrel 
Soup, which reminded me of potato soup 
with a slight vegetable taste, comple-
menting the previous sa lad nicely. Warm 
Onion Pie was the next course. It had a 
thin crust smothered with very light 
tasting shredded onion. Rouge De 
France, a red wine, was served with this 
cou rse and the entrees. 
The entrees for the night were Duckling 
Braised in Raspberry Vinega r and Young 
Ca rmel Valley Rabbi t with Mustard Blos-
soms and Cream. Crusty rolls and sauteed 
vegeta bles accompanied the main course. 
I ca n recommend the rabbit, and my 
dinner companions enjoyed the duck-
ling. 
In European style the House Salad 
followed our entree. It was a tasty finish to 
a very filling dinner. Grand Marnier 
Souffle and Demi -Tasse Cafe Nair or Mint 
Tea was served for dessert. The souffle is 
se rved with eve ry entree and it was truly a 
fitting finish to an excellent dinner. 
A sampling of the entrees offered 
include: Saute Filet Mignon of Beef, 
Game Hen with Orange and liqueur, 
Pork loin Roasted with Green Pepper-
corns, Medallions of Provini Veal, and 
Red Snapper in Puff Pastry with Pernod 
Sauce. At Maison Bergerac they offer a set 
menu nightly including your wine for 
thirty dollars a person. If you are interest-
ed in turning a great meal into an eveni ng 
to remember Maison Bergerac might be 
the place for you. It was for me. 0 
Featuring the world·renowned Steamer 
.,. Pan Roast- with fresh·from·the-sea ~.O oysters, clams, crab or prawns. Also .J splendid chowders and super seafood 
salads and louies ... in a charming. 
O informal place. 700 Cannery Row . .5/0 ~ Phon.: 372-8566. :1:'5 & CO~ 
<"<9)- ~110 ,,'\.0 ~~ 
'.5/0(>")- O~ ~ o",.~. 
-; ..... 4 
Featuring steaks, seafood and excellent ~o ~ 
Polynesian specialties. Exotic tropIcal V" 
drinks in the delightful sea - vIew u ~ 
Lanai- Mai lais, Chi Chis, Waimea <;: ~. 
Wipeou ts, to name a few . Live ~ A 
entertainment and music nightlv. ~~ '-L 
~~"-"- -"' •. " '>:;:~'" .. " 
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Life Among the Ruins 
A few nights ago, in a concerted effort 
to break the monotony of seei ng the same 
ca rtoon program on T.V. or of playi ng the 
46th game of Monopoly in a week's time, 
my husband, Max and I decided to treat 
our boys to a real, honest-ta-goodness 
walk-in-off-the-street-movie. To my cha-
grin , Patrick and Ryan hadn't even been 
awa re that such things existed. In their 
book, if a movie wasn't seen wit h a liberal 
amount of commercials for sugar coated 
cereals, it just wasn't worth seeing. 
Max and I set about tryi ng to explain the 
advantages of seein g a movie in a theater. 
In order to bridge the age gap, I described 
the movie-going expeditions of my youth . 
I reca lled the Saturday afternoons spent 
with Bambi, Jerry Lewis, and a 25¢ box of 
popcorn 135¢ with butter). Patrick, age 
seven, seemed suspicious and kept asking 
if he didn't like the movie, could he 
request a channel change. I assured him 
that he cou ld pick the film and graciously 
gave up any hopes I had of seeing " On 
Golde'n Pond " in favor of "Superman 11. " 
Our fi rst mistake was attending a 
theater outside of which a line had 
formed. Max tried to convince the boys 
that a line meant the film was probably a 
good one. Patrick mumbled that this had 
better be more fun than the lines at the 
commissa ry, and Ryan merely decided it 
was his cha nce to find new ways to annoy 
large numbers of people and thereby 
insu re his position in our family, , . no one 
else would take him. 
Max and I should have listened to 
Patrick's grumbling when we had the 
cha nce. When we arrived at the ticket 
booth and saw the Current prices of 
tickets, Max had to ask if they accepted 
American Express (thank goodness we 
hadn't left home without it!). Once inside 
the theater, our boys' spi rits lifted imme-
diately when they saw the vast array of 
movie-going snacks. We bought our first 
round of goodies and made our way to 
our seats. 
Patrick and Ryan selected our seats with 
great enthusiasm. It was only after I'd 
convinced them that Daddy .couldn't 
swallow his cola with his neck in that 
funny position that they agreed to move 
back a few rows. By that time, we'd missed 
the open ing cred its and the theme song. 
As we sett led into our new seats, Ryan 
decided he wanted to si t on my lap. This 
would have been no problem had I not 
been hold ing Patri ck's cola between my 
knees. I left Max at the mercy of his two 
sons while I went to do a clean-up job on 
my slacks. On my way back, I stopped to 
pick up another tub of buttered popcorn, 
of which I got three kernels before I had 
to share it w ith my little guys. It is a proven 
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by Janis Shanahan Miller 
medi ca l fa ct that chi ldren can consume 
food at a much faster rate when they think 
someone else might want some. 
Mid-way through the film , Ryan spilled 
his " M&M's" and, with the impeccable 
logic of a three year old, began to wail. 
While Max rushed out for more 
" M&M's," I tried to stop Ryan from 
retrieving the lost candies from the floor, 
which was sti ll awash with cola. I ex-
plained to both my boys that one simply 
does NOT eat candy which has been on 
the floor of a theater. With that, Patri ck 
pulled half a roll of " Lifesavers," two sticks 
of gum, and a half-eaten box of " Milk 
Duds" from his pocket and asked if that 
rule applied to an empty seat next to you. 
When Max returned, Patrick confessed 
that he had to use the restroom. No 
sooner had father and son disappeared up 
the aisle than Ryan decided he too 
needed to go to the bathroom. Up the 
aisle we trudged and what should have 
taken five minutes stretched into twenty 
as Ryan decided to explore the intricacies 
of hot air hand driers. 
Meanwhile, Max and Patri ck had 
returned to their seats where they dis-
covered other people seated, enjoying 
the movie. Luckily, they found two seats 
in the back row but neglected to let me 
know about the change. After walking up 
and down the aisle four times in search of 
half my family, I finally gave up and took 
Ryan outside to look at the posters of 
coming attractions. 
As my ha lf-a-family filed out of the 
theater, I asked how everyone had 
enjoyed the movie. Max confessed he 
hadn't seen much of the movie but had 
gotten in his weekly exercise. Patrick 
claimed the best part of the movie was the 
box of " Juju bees" and Ryan, who hadn't 
even watched the film at all had selected 
which "coming attraction" he wanted to 
see next. I was just plain tired, 
When we got home, I sent the boys 
upstairs for their baths while I crept 
stealthily into the kitchen to pop my own 
PRIVATE batch of popcorn. While I was 
hiding in the closet, quietly eating my 
buttery stash, Patrick came racing down-
stairs, flung open the closet door and said, 
"Guess what. Mom! 'Superman I I' is 
going to be on T.V. tomorrow night. Can I 
have some of your popcorn?" 0 
()ak gwcn !Bt:aut!) aa[on 
Corner of 9th and Ocean, Monterey 
372-6150 
Hairstyling services for the entire family 
Call us for an appointment 
Open Tuesday thru Saturday 
Evenings by request 
We Welcome International Students 
LARGE TECHNICAL 
BOOK SELECTION 
~ ZACKIT CORP. 
I 375-3144 I 
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Pride ••• What 
About Us Sneakers? 
by Elaine Powell 
It's Spring again and without a doubt 
our least favorite time of the year. There'll 
be SKs, 10Ks, walk-run-jogs, marathons 
and, of course, the La Mesa run. It seems 
as though each year the distances get a 
litt le longer and this old body takes just a 
little more of a beating. We have seriously 
considered striking but that could be too 
drastic. This yea r it was about the same so 
we at least decided to voice ou r feelings. 
You'd think he'd consider giving us a 
break, missing a race or two, skipping a 
day of runn ing or at least coming in last 
sometimes. No, he'd never come in last; 
he has his pride. Pride, Hah .. . what about 
us? 
I've often heard him say that nothing 
feels better than running through the 
breeze with oxygen going to the brain, 
the heart pumping fu ll speed, the lungs 
getting max expansion, the legs st riding 
right along and the feet in warp speed. 
Well, that did feel good in his mid-teens, 
but I don't think he realizes that he's now 
in his mid-twenties and we have to work 
overtime to accomplish that feat. The 
brain holds the highest position in this 
body so you might say the brain has some 
clout. It requires more oxygen than any 
other part of the body, so you'd think that 
it would be the most concerned, Yet this is 
where that crazy run idea comes from. At 
any rate we sweaty sneakers, on behalf of 
the lungs, heart, sweat glands, arms, legs 
and feet would like to tell you just how 
Ilgood" races make us feel. 
We took off to a nice even pace for 
about fifty feet and then things started to 
happen, or shall I say climb. The idea of 
bringing the Walkman sounded nice but 
turned out to be somewhat of a burden 
later on. I don't know who designated the 
course for the race but it seemed as 
though there were more up hills than 
down hills. Was th at possible? We parts 
argued about who should carry what parts 
of the race. We preferred the last nine 
yards prior to the finish li ne and felt that 
we shou Id have been given top priority 
because we had to run the complete race. 
After all we were the only ones that could 
have been replaced at the drop of a hat if 
we didn ' t perform up to par. 
After the first two or three miles things 
started to get hairy. The lungs were 
working li ke swinging doors. The heart 
was pumping like a turbine engine and 
the sweat glands were producing like a 
summer shower. At about the same time 
the feet and legs were struggling to finish 
and looking to each other for support, 
while the arms just tagged along. We kept 
trying to tell ourselves that the finish line 
was only moments away but actua lly we 
had at least another half hour to go. You 
know that Walkman I mentioned earlier; 
it only weighed two pounds at purchase 
but had become a twenty-five pound 
albatross around the waist. The eyes 
started to play tricks because of the 
downpour of sweat, and throug h a sma ll 
crack we barely made out the finish line, 
only yards away. 
Everyone was complaining, some of 
whom had no valid reason to do so, like 
the arms who had been carried the 
complete race. You'd think that they 
would have at least stayed out of the way 
and not swayed like wet noodles. The legs 
shifted their weight to the feet because 
the feet had to keep going. The whole 
system was put into overd ri ve. The lungs 
took that last deep breath, the heart 
pumped with rapid speed, and the sweat 
glands emptied their last drop of sweat for 
the final streak across the finish line. 
The spotters checked the time and his 
number. He was number five. His chin 
was up and we were down. The pride was 
glowing, undamaged, but what about us? 
o 
JOSEL YN BICYCLES 
Peugeot . Centurian . Raleigh· Nishiki 
Closed Sun . & Mon. 
Military Discounts 
649-8520 
Sales - Service· Family Trade Sin ce 1870 
638 Lighthouse Avenue Monterey, Cal ifornia 93940 
r----------SAVE10%--------~ 
WE SPECIALIZE 
'1\\ IN FEET Ill' 
AT THE RUNNERS we sell only running shoes, 
clothing and accessories. We don't pretend to be 
I experts at anything else. Our primary concerns are: 
Personal Service • Proper Fit • Quality Equipment 
THE RUNNERS currently features: 
• New Balance 66O's, 73O's and Comp 200'5. 
• Saucony Jazz, Tra iner 1980, Freedom 
• Tiger Ultimate and X-Caliber 
• Etonic Eclipse Trainer and Racer 
So get your running act together now! Visit our 
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Those of you with home gardens know 
that zucchini grows well-in almost any 
soil and with a minimum of ca re. One also 
tends to amass a lot of sq uash from one 
plant. Zucchini is at its peak from June 
through August. Here are some main dish 
recipes to try when you r family says, uGh 
no, not zucchini again! " 
---..; 
• .:.... ••• • <t"" 
Zucchini Casserole 
3 medium zucchini 
1 T vegelable oil 
1/4 C diced onion 
1 t minced garlic 
1 lb. ground beef 
1 I salt 
Yl t oregano 
_ ......... . -
1 8-oz. can tomato sauce 
1 C graled Swiss cheese 
l'\ I pepper 
by Sue Youngren 
Cut each zucchini into lengthwise 
pieces, 114 to 1h inch thick. Heat oi l, add 
o nion, garlic and brown. Add meat , sa lt , 
oregano and pepper. Cook until meat is 
brown. Stir in tomato sauce and simmer 5-
10 minutes. Heat oven to 450 degrees. 
Arrange one-half of zucchini in bottom of 
baking dish . Cover with half of sauce and 
half of cheese. Repeat except for cheese. 
Bake covered for 30 minutes. Sprinkle 
with remaining cheese. Bake uncovered 
for 10 minutes. 
(Courtesy of Kari Blocher) 
You 've tried the rest 




THAT'S A Sandwich 
MAMA MIA'S DELI 
SANDWICH SHOP 
11 93 10th St .. Monterey ( I block from Naval Posigraduale SChool) 
375-9161 
Weekdays 7:30-3:30 Sat. 7:30-3:00 
SAN DIEGO 
SHIELDS REAL TV 
4228 Bonita Road 
P.O. Box 621-Bonlla, CA 92002 
We are a mililary oriented office serving most of Ihe bases in San 
Diego and specializing in homes in the Bonila and Chula Vista 
areas. 
For informalion wrile orcall collect. Ask for Doris Bradley or Jim 
Alkire (USN. Ret. ). 714-479-3120 
Zucchini Parmigiana 
v. C salad oil 
1 medium onion, chopped 
1 clove garlic 
1 16-oz. can tomato sauce 
1 8-oz can tomato sauce 
l'\ I salt 
l'\ I basil 
1h t oregano 
l'\ C loasled wheal germ 
1/ 3 C fine dried bread crumbs 
l'\ I salt 
2 eggs 
3 medium zucchini 
1/ 3 C vegelable oil 
8 oz. mozzarella cheese slices 
III C parmesan cheese, grated 
Saute onion and garlic in 114 C oil in 
skillet, until golden. Stir in tomato sauce, 
salt, basil and oregano . Bring to boil , 
lower heat and simmer for 20 minutes 
covered . Mix wheat germ, bread crumbs 
and salt. Beat two eggs. Cut zucchini into 
half inch slices. Dip zucchini into egg, 
then into wheat germ mixture. In second 
sk illet, heat oil and fry zucchini , browning 
on each side. Drain off excess o il on paper 
towels. Pour half the sauce mixture into a 
2-quart casse role dish. Add zucchini in 
overlapping layers. Add mozzarella to 
cover zucchini. Pour in remain ing tomato 
sauce. Top with parmesan cheese . Bake 
unti l hot in a 400-degree oven fo r 25 to 30 
minutes. 
(Courtesy of Jean Reinhart) 
Lima-Zucchini Casserole 
1 10-oz. pkg. frozen baby lima beans 
4 medium zucchini 
1 lOlA-oz. can mushroom soup 
~ C minced onion 
1 T butter 
1/ 3 C sliced almonds 
y. I sail 
Cook beans in small amount of salted 
water-about 5 minutes. Cut zucchini in 
thin slices. Combine soup, onions, beans 
and zucchini-turn into greased l 1h quart 
casserole. Cover and bake at 350 degrees 
for 35 minutes. Melt butter, add almonds 
and brown lightly. Sprinkle nuts with salt . 
Uncover casserole, sprinkle with nuts, 
bake an additional 15 minutes. Serves 4 to 
6. (Good with homemade bread .) 
(Courtesy of Sara M . Grant) 0 
• 
by Linda Booth 
Seeing plants grow is so fascinating to 
children. There are severa l ways to have 
fun with gardening. You can p lant indoors 
or out. You can use your regu lar soi l from 
the yard, pott ing soil from the store, or 
non-soil media such as certain types of 
sand, aquarium gravel from the pet store, 
perli te, vermiculite, and just plain old 
water. 
Let the children have a space in your 
flower bed or a corner of the yard to plant 
flower or vegetable seeds. Maybe they 
would like to grow salad vegetables, and 
when the harvest is ready to be picked, 
they would certainly have a feeling of 
accomplishment. (They might even eat 
those things they would never try before.) 
If gardening outside does not appeal to 
the little ones, let them use paper cups, 
butter tubs, clay pots or whatever would 




Frequent trips to the beach, Den· 
nis the Menace Park and El 
Estero Lake to feed the dUCks; 
other fun will include arts [, 
crafts. 
Many sessions and day care 
available. 
Comer of First and Park Streets 
(few blocks from Naval Postgrad· 
uate School). Phone 375·9743. 
" . 
make a good planter, some planting 
medium, some seeds, seedlings, and 
some guidance. 
For an unusual hanging plant you can 
use a large fresh carrot. Cut it so that you 
have about three (3) inches at the top (the 
fattest part), scrape out the inside to form 
a reservoir for water. Stick three tooth-
picks around the sides and attach stringto 
each toothpick. Tie the free ends of the 
string together to form the hanger. Hang 
the carrot in a sunny place, put water in 
the reservoir, and in about a week you 
should see signs of growth. Be sure to 
keep the reservoir filled and after a few 
weeks you should add a weak solution of 
fertilizer to the water. This technique can 
also be used on beets, turnips, and 
parsnips. 
If you like vine plants try this: put 
toothpicks around the side of a sweet 
potato. Place the potato with the narrow 
end down in a jar (the toothpicks keep the 
potato from going all the way down in the 
jar.) Put in just enough water to touch the 
bottom of the potato. Watch the water 
level and add more as needed. In about 
three weeks you will have a treasure. 
To show your child how a plant gets 
nutrients to its leaves take a stalk of cerery 
(with leaves), cut a piece off the bottom 
and stick it in a glass with a dark solution of 
water and ink or food coloring. In an hour 
or so the solution has been drawn up in 
the stalk and into the leaves. 
For fun things to do with seeds I 
recommend a set of activity cards you can 
check out at the La Mesa library called 
Play With Plants, by Jean Van Derford. 
Other books you might find interesting 
are: How to Grow a Jelly Glass Farm by 
Kathy Mandry and Joe Toto, Gardening 
Without Soil by Jan Johnsen, How to Have 
Fun With an Indoor Garden by the editors 
of Creative, and Growing a Garden 
Indoors and Out by Katherine N. Cutler. 
Those are the books I used for this 
article. For more books on the subjed 
look under "gardening" in the card 
catalog, or ask your librarian for help. 
Happy gardening! It 's a great way to 
spend some time with your children. 0 
A Lesson 
Well Learned 
by Elaine Powell 
Todd was just a wee boy of six when his 
family moved to the city. After living there 
for a couple of weeks he made friends 
with several of the little fellows in the 
neighborhood. 
One day he asked his mother if he 
could go across the street to play with a 
friend and she said, " Todd, be sure to look 
both ways before crossing the street." 
During the next three years Todd 
crossed the street countless times. Each 
time he crossed, he always looked both 
ways first. He filed his mother's words in 
the back of his mind under things to 
remember. 
Early one morning Todd left the house 
on his way to school. After looking both 
ways he started to cross the street. As his 
eyes fell on the pavement there lay a baby 
frog ... dead. Immediately Todd ran back 
into the house to tell his mother of the 
frog's misfortune. As he ran, his mother's 
instructions flashed in his mind like 
lightning during a summer rainstorm. 
When he approached his mom these 
words fell innocently from his lips. 
" Mama, that baby frog should have 
listened to his mother and looked both 
ways before crossing the street." 0 
Largest Full Line 
Childrens Specialty Store 
on the Central Coast 
***** 
We're Proud of Our Prices, 
Selection "Service. 
We Invite Your Comparison. 
***** 
THE GREATEST 
CHILDREN STORE IN TOWN! 
'We deliver everything 
but the baby. " 
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Minding Our Own Business 
by Kathy Bergquist 
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Making things grow requires prepara-
tion, patience and frequent nurturing. 
Most of this issue of Classmate is devoted 
to growing fruits, flowers and vegetables. 
l ees talk about ways to make money 
grow, too. 
For those who want maximum security, 
stable value and assured access to money, 
nothing can be as comforting as the 
government insured savings deposit. Now 
the choice of such savings vehicles is 
greater than ever and some may even be 
able to keep you ahead of inflation. 
One thought before some of those 
choices are discussed .. . a savings plan 
assumes that the money is not needed for 
everyday living expenses. A savings plan 
should not be treated as a checking 
account w ith freque nt withdrawals or as a 
temporary cash storage area . Nearly all 
savings plans impose some kind of 
interest penalty for abrupt withdrawal or 
withdrawal before a pre-determined 
period has been satisfied . 
COULD YOU USE 
$6,0001 
, 
Your savings institution, whether it be a 
credit union, bank or savings and loan will 
have a simple savings account. It might be 
called a passbook account or a share 
account. It offers a low interest rate; 
withdrawals can be made at any time; 
some compound intere.it daily, some 
quarterly. Credit Unions offer a slight ly 
higher interest yield but compound 
quarterly. A minimum opening deposit 
ranges from $5 to $100. 
Banks and savings and loans also offer a 
more sophisticated type of "passbook" 
account with a fixed interest rate based on 
a pre-determined maturity period. That 
period can be one quarter to 10 years. 
Typical opening deposit is $100 with 
additional deposits also made in $100 
increments. Interest is compounded dai ly 
and interest may be withdrawn without 
penalty anytime after it has been credited 
to the account. 
Next in the insured savings hierarchy 
are probably the Time Certificates of 
=~~~;CO~'ULD SAVE AS MUCH AS 
THAT IF YOU SELL YOUR HOME YOURSELFI 
LET INTRA VEST SHOW YOU HOW . .. 
• No Commission Charged • 24 Hour Referrals 
• One low fee • Market Analysis 
Theon9'nol ........ 
For Sole by Owner Compon~
INTMVEST 
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• Unlimited Consultation 
• Escrow Support 
3056 DEL MONTE BLVD. 
MARINA 
384-4444 
Deposit. The interest rate is fixed at the 
time of purchase for the certificate. They 
can be opened for as little as $100 for a 
fixed maturity period up to 20 years. 
Individual accounts compound daily but 
additional deposits are not permitted. 
A newer savings plan is the All-Savers 
certificate. This plan wi ll on ly be available 
through December of 1982. The minimum 
deposit is $500 and deposits thereafter 
must be in increments of $500. The 
interest rate on these 12-month accounts 
is computed at 70 percent of the average 
yield of a 12-month Treasury Bill (T-Bill) at 
the time you buy. There is a one-time, 
$2000 Federal tax exclusion on the interest 
when a joint tax return is filed. In some 
areas, you may have to pay state or local 
taxes on those earnings. If you are in the 
30 percent tax bracket or higher, an AII-
Savers account may still be advantageous. 
Early withdrawal penalties are very stiff, so 
discuss this savings plan very carefully 
with your financial advisor. 
Money Market Certificates or short-
term share certificates are among the 
most popular savings plans and are not 
beyond the reach of many military 
families. When families are Ifbetween 
homes" or have an unexpected windfall, 
Money Markets might be a good way for 
money to work for you. Some families 
have even taken a salary advance to invest 
in Money Market Certificates. Credit 
Unions may offer a $5000 minimum 
certificate, all other short-term, high-
yield certificates have a $10,000 minimum. 
Rates are announced weekly, but remain 
fixed for the 26-weeks of the certificate. 
Interest is calculated on a simple interest 
basis. There is a substantial penalty for 
early withdrawal, but interest credited 
may be withdrawn without penalty and 
put into another savings plan . That way 
interest can be earning interest even 
though certificates do not compound. 
For those with $10,000 to invest, another 
option is Treasury Bills (T-Bills) . While not 
insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC), Federal Savings and 
Loan Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FSlDIC) or the Nationa l Credit Union 
Administration (NCUA), T-Bills are 
backed by the "full faith" of the U.s. 
Government. T-Bills are short term; 3,6 
and 12 month bills are available. AT-Bill 
gives you your yield shortly after you buy 
it. This comes about because you buy the 
bill at a discount of face value. For 
example, you send the Treasury$10,000 to 
buy a 3-month bill at auction. Shortly, you 
would receive a check for the amount of 
• 
discount. Atthe end of91 days, you would 
either receive a check for the full $10,000 
or you could roll it over intoa new bill and 
again get a discount. Since you receive the 
discount well before maturity, the true 
yield works out to be higher than the 
discount. It can be a percentage point or 
more. You can purchase T·Bills in person 
at any Federal Reserve Bank or Branch or 
your bank will buy them for you for a 
small fee. Or, you can buy by mail by 
obtaining a form from the Bureau of the 
Public Dept., Securities Transaction 
Branch, Main Treasury Building, Room 
2134, Washington, D.C. 20226. To learn 
more about how the Uauctionll operates, 
talk with your financial advisor. T-Bi lls are 
subject only to Federal income tax as 
ordinary income and tax is payable in the 
year the bill matures, not necessarily the 
year you receive the discount. 
Your savings institution may have other 
savings plans or combinations of the plans 
outlined here. Study the brochures and 
ask questions of the personnel. A combi-
nation of savings plans may be the best for 
your family. 
This column is intended as an informa-
tion forum. The objective is to increase 
awareness of the financial opportunities 
available to military families . Please seek 
professional financial assistance before 










487 ALVARADO, MONTEREY 
(408) 375·6487 
Mon.·Sat. 10:00·5:30 
Professional Calculating At 
Affordable Prices Fli .. HEWLETT a:1!JIII PACKARD 
HP-41CV Alphanumeric 
Programmable Calculator 
The most powerful HP calculator with the full 
2,233 bytes built-in; continuous memory 
preserves data and programs. 
S U99. List: 325.00 
239.00 
82104A Card Reader, 172.00 
82143A Printer/ Plotter, 300.00 
82153A Optical Wand, 100.00 
82160A Hp·IL Interface Module, 95.00 
82161A Digital Cassette Drive. 395.00 
82162A Thermal Printer/PIotter, 375.00 
82180A Ext. Func!;on/Memory. 65.00 
82181A Ext. Memory Module, 65.00 










from real estate 
analyses to leasing 
decisions. Continuous 
memory saves your 
programs; additional 
prewrit ten programs 
available. 
SU99. List: 150.00 
115_00 
The shirt-pocket 
wizard that solves 






pre written programs 
available. 
Sugg. List: 135.00 
105.00 
Calcuiators • Computers. Accesso ries 
............. 
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Focus of the Month 
African Violets in a window.-<I .. n mite file pholO 
24 
For the finest imported 
and domestic fabrics 
Come to Cotton Bale! 
woolens, silks, cottons ... 
for dress-making, decorating 
wall graphics, etc . 
....... ------- fabrics and accessories --------
THE BARNYARD, CARMEL 625-2253 
MONDAY-SATURDAY 10-5, SUNDAY 11-4 
La Mesa Housing 
and Gardens 
Creative gardene~s find dozens of ways 
to conquer the space limitations of 
housing. Indoors and out, here are a few 
examples of how La Mesa residents have 
planted their favorite fruits, vegetables, 
and flowers. 
For more suggestions, consult the 
garden shops at the NPS or Fort Ord 
Exchanges. Look around and use your 
imagination. Happy gardening! 0 
• 
Hanging pots of flowers add color to a patio, and other potted 
plants make good use of a limited space at Gary and Marylynn 
Abe's residence. 
Taking advantage of a sunny spot, the Crane's have a terraced 
strawberry plot bordered by pots of miniature roses. 
r-------------------, 
Climbing tomatoes can be decorative as well as 
practica l when planted in a wooden barrel and 
redwood planters as Jack and Nancy Moro 
have done.- Photos by limel o\.1Khilk 
House Plants at Discount Prices 
Ideal for Gifts & Decorating 
*Piggy Back,' 6" 
*Pothos 6" , 
*Ficus 8" , 
*Ficus, 3 gal. 
Regular Sale Priced 
3.99 . . . . . . . 2.99 
5.97 .. ..... 4.97 
8.97 ....... 7.97 
19.99 ....... 16.99 
*Wide variety of fresh flowers, potted. Sale. 








Of Mold, Oakworms, and Ants ... 




.,.,. .......... """~ ... __ >M~ 
by Gail Agor 
" Do you have mold?" This is a question 
I overheard at an OSWC luncheon not too 
long ago. As my ears lengthened, a 
unique decorating scheme of a mold 
bespeckled living room and dining room 
walls was detailed to the luncheon 
partners of the speaker. 
I have heard of La Mesa homes be-
seiged with this creeping menace, but 
unfortunately our walls remain creamy 
white adding nothing to our imaginations 
or my decorating skills. A neighbor once 
informed me that upon departure of 
spotted and sunless quarters, workers 
quickly smooth <{anti-mold" paint over 
the offending areas. Quite an advance-
ment from flat wall or latex wall paints, 
useless, however, if the brush is applied 
directly to the mold and not to a newly 
scrubbed surface. 
,~ .. ~~ 
Mold does not have the monopoly on 
"What Grows" in La Mesa. From the 
interior we proceed outdoors. Should 
you be blessed with a sunless ten by 
twenty foot quad backyard,as we are, you 
may understand fu ll y this next paragraph. 
However, if you have sunl ight, imagina-
tion may be required. Last July t wrote an 
article on the "Artichoke Festival" and 
obviously sounded so knowledgeable in 
said arti cle, that t was even flattered by a 
phone call from a La Mesa dweller 
requesting information on his freshly 
planted "choke." Ahhh! I hope he was 
assisted because my artichoke plant looks 
no different now, a year later, than it did 
last summer. Even with my astonishing 
"know how," artichokes are one thing 
that do NOT grow in my backyard. I have 
decided the cause might be the choking 
moss that has slithered its way, courtesy of 
this year's rains, into our small patch of 
mud. A side attraction to this lovely spot 
of green, is the excitement of 
watching my husband or myself attempt 
to get from our INDOOR washer to our 
OUTDOOR dryer, arms laden with laun-




Join us for a delightful 
Open Mon.-Sat. 
10 am to 5 pm 
Sun. 11 am-3 pm 
542 Lighthouse 
Pacific Grove 
Sunday Champagne Buffet Brunch 
Only $6.75 per person 
Served 11 am-3 pm 
~ .... 
Enough of moss, let us go back indoors 
after my rem inder of the winter deluge 
which is now, hopefull y, history. With rain 
comes the smallest of house guests in 
search of dry living quarters. Ants grow 
VERY WELL in La Mesa! Agai n, I speak 
from hearsay not having invited any ant-
like overnighters into our already 
cramped home. But ... check with any 
three people on the streets of La Mesa .. . I 
bet two have had ants with va rious 
visi tation right s. My neighbor found that 
she could have left a few ornaments off 
the Christmas tree last year since the 
always helpful ants crawled up the trunk 
adding their own li felike adornment. This 
same friend has problems when it rains,or 
when it 's mowing and edging time, si nce 
ants must be edgy themselves and march 
on in when the power mower roars over 
their temporary housing. Some La Mesa 
ants sneak in after dark and invade the 
cleanest of kitchens. Only by following 
the "ant train" to its end, can an ingenious 
human plug the entry hole. Of course, 
ants do have friends in some quarters. I 
used the bathroom at one such home and 
was entertained by pet ants who per-
formed until my departure. However, do 
not count on such talented guests comi ng 
to see you ... I hear those Broadway 
hopefuls are hard to come by. 
Another inside interloper I have had 
experience with . .. and I must admit that 
they probably were worse off for our 
encounter than I, came to me by way of 
the kitchen. One morning, bleary eyed 
and sta rved, I dragged out of bed and 
headed for the kitchen to prepare myself 
a bowl of Ralston . Such breakfasts are 
usually accompan ied by the morn ing 
paper and so I was half through my bowl 
before I looked at what I was eating. Lo 
and behold ... one of the healthy little bits 
had legs ... I could swear it!11 As I 
examined my bowl, more legs appeared 
and I started feeling sickl Mealy bugs! l! I 
had heard of such critters, which resem-
ble brown Dow scrubbing bubbles, but 
had never had the displeasure. Whi le I 
wildly pulled everying out the cu pboard, I 
remember thinking of a Star Trek episode 
where "Tribbles" ate themselves to death 
on poison grain. All the mea ly bugs I 
encountered were dead; obviously by 
way of the same food I fed my husband. 
Luckily, he had su rvived and they hadn't, 
proving that mealy bugs grow, but they 
also DIE in La Mesa Village. 
• 
I've purposely saved my least favorite 
"growers" for last. For those of you 
newcomers who missed the invasion of 
the Oakworm last year, a newsletter from 
the Housing Office promises the rebirth 
of the tree hanging pests of La Mesa. Last 
year's onslaught of worms brought com-
plaints from all . Had we only known what 
was coming, we wou ld have enjoyed 
these original fuzzy creepers. When 
worms changed to moths that lived on 
and on and on, we hated them and hoped 
they would si nge their wings on bright 
light bulbs. Eventually, they were gone ... 
or so we thought! 
Summer went on in its foggy way and La 
Mesa residents started noticing IIthings" 
hanging from the trees in the Wherry part 
of housing. Some of us first observed our 
husbands coming home sti ll in their suits 
bedecked with ornamentation that 
moved. Unwittingly these men had 
wa lked under oak leaf trees. Sad were the 
owners of velour seated ca rs who parked 
with open sun roofs under these trees and 
then jumped in to proceed merrily on 
their way without looking down! It 
became obvious quickly that ou r second 
visitation wou ld be far worse than the 
first. At least the original worms stayed in 
the trees (as a rule) . The newest nasties 
hung from icky webs which grew to 
gauze-like walls smothered in worms, 
children, and dirt that blew into them. No 
one remained untouched by these creepy 
crawlers. Walls of houses became black 
and furry from thousands of bodies. 
Invaders crawled under doors and 
through mail slots. Public Works final ly 
sent sprayers of insecticides . . . for the 
most part, it was too late; leaves from the 
oak leaf trees and sanity were gone. Huge 
yellow vacuum cleaners vacuumed ex-
terior walls in the mornings, walls were 
black again in the evening. In fact, the 
armies marched on our home every 
evening as Mike and I set out with our two 
dogs for a walk. We would attempt to fight 
them back with water and smelly poison , 
but on and on they marched, always with 
the calvary in the rear ... NOTH ING 
worked for goodl Everywhere in the 
Wherry section people could be seen 
walking down the MIDDLE of streets; the 
only place the web walls didn ' t reach. 
Oakworms grow well in La Mesa Village 
as does mold, moss, ants and mealy bugs. 
As our time in Monterey draws to a near 
end, I can only wonder what IIgrowers" 
await us at Mike's new duty station. 
Mosquitos forsure ... roaches? ... I doubt 
it ... not anywhere I'D live ... termites? .. 
time wi ll tell. Anyway, I' ll be well pre-
pared after all ... I survived the La Mesa 
Oakworm explosion of '81! 0 
ORDERS TO SAN DIEGO? 
Call Century 21 Ohman-Rattan Realtors for personalized ser-
vice to military families relocating to San Diego Area. 
CALL COLLECT for your relocation package 
1-714-461-3900 
all you need to know about the housing market, schools, bases, 
and new ways to finance in tod~y's market. 
SUNDAY NEWSPAPER SENT ON REQUEST 
Representatives will be visiting the Monterey area in September 
® 
OHMAN-RATTAN REAL TORS® 
THE TOP TEAM 
(714) 461-3900 
8655 Navajo Road 
San Diego, California 92119 






by Sue Youngren 
We are offered an amazing variety of 
fruits and vegetables (produce) every time 
we go shopping. It doesn' t matter if you 
go to the Commissary, the supermarket, 
produce market or roadside stand, you 
have a number of choices. Produce isn ' t as 
seasonal as it once was because of new 
methods of storage and refrigeration, 
improvements in transportation and new 
growing areas. But this area allows us to 
buy fruits and vegetables when they are 
" in-sea50n" or at the " peak of ripeness." 
When is that? 
When to Buy What! 
Here are a few answers-
Apricots went with the astronauts to the 
moon because of their high potassium 
content and their usefulness in keeping 
heart muscles healthy. They are also high 
in natural sugar but fairly low in calories. 
Apricots are best eaten fresh o r stewed, 
especially to get the highest Vitamin C 
content. The apricot season starts in mid-
May and runs through the month of 
August. The peak of the season is in June 
and July. 
• Unlimited Free Cooking Classes 
• 60-Day Exchange Privileges 
• Discounts on Accessories 
• All Major Brands 
• We Arrange All Service 
• Compare Our Prices 
FRIEDMANS 570 Del Monte Center Monterey. CA 93940 
373-3434 
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THE MICROWAVE SPECIALISTS 
At the Weight Place we em-
phasize healthy weight re-
duction and control. 
Our programs are individ-




Lose 1/2 to 
1 pound 
daily! 
Call today for 
your 
FREE CONSUL TA liON! 
TAKE IT OFF AND 
KE EP IT OFF!! 
lhemtgncPw£l 
915 Cass St. • Monte rey • 646-1571 
Castroville, California, is known as the 
" Artichoke Capital of America" -or so it 
claims. Artichokes are considered a 
delicacy in most areas, but when they are 
in supply in this area the prices are 
reasonable. The supply peaks between 
March and May, so watch for them next 
year. 
When most people think of avocados 
they think of guacamole, a Mexican dish 
made of avocados, tomato, onions, chili , 
garlic and lime juice. But there are many 
other uses for avocados, from spicing up a 
salad to serving as a natural cup for a 
variety of foods. In case you have never 
tried them, begin with the simplest,alone 
with salt and pepper and lemon juice. The 
supply peaks twice, once in June and then 
again in January. 
Asparagus is one of the most perishable 
vegetables on the market. All asparagus 
must be hand cut, which is why it tends to 
be expensive. Asparagus is also low in 
calories, but high in vitamins C and A and 
potassium, while being low in sodium. 
You can find the best prices on asparagus 
in May and June. 
Brussel Sprouts! Oooh, Yuck! Blechy!! 
Try them again, you might be surprised 
how your tastes have changed since you 
were a child and the above was your 
refrain when Mom mentioned that you 
were having uBrussel sprouts that are 
good for you" for dinner. The prices are 
fairly steady all year, but may make a slight 
dip in February or 
The most popular sweet cherry is the 
Bing, but there are other va rieties just as 
delightful in taste, and as much fun to eat. 
Cherries make a great surprise in the kids' 
lunch to eat one by one. The sweet 
varieties are on the market from May 
through August with the peak being in 
June when supplies are highest, and 
prices should be at their lowest. 
• 
The " Thompson Seed less" grape is the 
most common Calfiornia table grape. It is 
a medium-sized oval grape that is yellow-
ish green when it is at its sweetest. Most of 
the raisins you eat are dried from this 
variety. The season for these grapes is 
from june into November, but don't be 
afraid to try other varieties, especially 
when they are lI in season" (ask you r 
produce man). 
Supplies of mushrooms are best from 
November through April , but they are 
available yea r rou nd in California. When 
picking a mushroom, look for a closed 
cap, the cap is curled down and covers the 
gi ll. Don't let someone sell you an open 
cap for st uffi ng-that is an o ld mushroom 
that has begun to lose its moisture. 
Spinach ranks with most children inthe 
same area of the scale as brussel sprouts-
and is as good for you , just like your 
mother used to tell you. Spinach IS low in 
calories and high in vitamins A and C and 
iron. The supply peaks from March 
through June, but this t ime try serving it 
raw in salad with crumbled bacon (and 
don't tell anyone-they will like it better if 
they don't know). 
May and june are Strawberry months!! 
Time for " strawberries and cream" and 
/(strawberry shortcake" and homemade 
"strawberry ice cream" and, of cou rse, 
" strawberry daiquiris'" Don't let your 
family know how healthy they are- ten 
strawberries have 37 ca lories, yet supply a 
whole day's supply of vitamin C. So go 
ahead and pile them on your breakfast 
cereal-splurge while they are in season 
and ENjOY I 
These are only a few of the fruits and 
vegetables avai lable in this area. Don't be 
afraid to try someth ing new, Ask the 
people who sell the produce. Ask the lady 
checking out the brussel sprouts how she 
disguises them so her family will eat them. 
Enjoy wh ile it is read ily available. You may 
be suprised how much better it tastes 
fresh . 0 
ESTABLISH ED SINCE t97t 
COMPLETE DENTAL CARE 
REASONABLE PRICES 
WE HONOR DENTAL INSURANCE PLANS 
CHILDREN WELCOME 
MILITARY PERSONNEL WELCOME 
• PLATES & PARTiAlS 
• CROWNS & BRIDGES 
• REPAIRS & RELINES 
• FILLINGS & EXTRACTIONS 
• ClEANING & X·RAYS 
QUALITY 
DENTURES 
·'PRICEO TO fIT YOUR NEEDS '· 
Registered Dental Hygienist On Staff 
REPAIRS WHILE.YOU.WAIT 
DENTAL LAB ON PREMISES 
• I'LAI[S & PARIIALS R[PAIRlO 
MISSING IHTH R[ PLAC£D • 
373-0681 
DR. RONALD A. SELTZER 
~ 
DDS, INC, 
"FOR DENTISTRY YOU THINK YOU CAN'T AFFORD" 
121 FAIRGROUNDS ROAD MONTEREY, CALIF. 93940 
NEAR LONGS DRUG STORE 
2'1 
You Pick It Or 
Direct Marketing 
by Linda Connelly 
It is fresh fruit season here in Central 
California and many fa rmers offer us, the 
consumers, a special opportunity to 
benefit from direct marketing, that is, to 
pick our own fruit. Depending on the 
month and farm you will find a large 
variety of fruit available, starting with 
strawberries and cherries in May. Blue-
berries, Olallieberries (similar to Eastern 
blackberries), boysenberries, and apricots 
head up the list for June. Other fruits 
locally available are raspberries, peaches 
and apples. Peak season is usually about 
six weeks for each fruit. Because of the 
weather the exact dates fruits will be at 
their peak varies so it is best to call your 
intended point of picking in advance to 
make sure what you are afte r is available. 
Due to the rains the fruit has been about 
two weeks late in maturing. 
To make your outing more enjoyable, a 
little advance planning can save you a lot 
of sorrow. Dress comfortably in some old 
clothes, because you ' re going to be out in 
the fields working. Bring your own 
containers. Some places have them, some 
don' t, so better safe than sorry. In the 
middle of the strawberry patch that 
California sun can give off quite a glare so 
sunglasses, or better, a sun hat of some 
type, helps to shield your head and eyes. If 
you tend to sunburn easily, using a sun 
screen should be considered. 
Many of the farms, such as Gurnee's 
lakeside Farm have picnic areas available 
for your use if you want to make your 
picking an all day affairs. What better way 
to escape the grind, spend some time with 
the family and come home with as much 
fresh fruit as you can pick. 
ANN OUNCING A NEW 
CONCEPT IN PICKUPS: 
JO 
The NEW SIZE '83 FORD 
$113 
Per Month 
AVAILABLE ONLY AT .. . 
MONTEREY 
BAYFORD ~ 
MONTEREY PENINSULA AUTO CENTER , 
2 HEITZINGER PLAZA, SEASIDE 899-2311 
Orig. Value 6927.48. Net residual 3505.90. Total payments 5424.00. 857.18 Tota l down. plus rebate 
We have provided a small map with a 
few of the farms in the area but if you 
desire a larger more detai led map just 
send a stamped, self addressed envelope 
to: Country Farm Bureau, 1469 Freedom 
Blvd ., Watsonville, California . Also by 
calling this toll free telephone number, 
1-800-952-5272, you can obtain a Califor-
nia Farmer-to-Consumer Directory. This 
directory covers the entire state of 
California and the produce available. 
Often there are free recipes available at 
the farm where you are picking. If you 
don't see any, an inquiry may net you 
some recipes with new ways of prepare 
and serve your pickings. 
Picking your own fruit can be fun for 
the whole famil y, inexpensive (we picked 
18 pounds of strawberries at thirty-eight 
cents per pound recently in less than an 
hour) and you know you are getting fie ld-
ripened, fresh, nutritious produce for 
your table. Happy Picking!! 0 
"Best Chinese Restaurant 
we 've found:' The Classmate 
fORTUNE 
COOK'E 
SZECHWAN·MAN DA RIN RESTAURANT 
429 AI .... rado 51 . • Old Monlerey • 375·3000 
lunch Mon,·Fri , 11 :00 , 2:30 
Dinner E ... erv Day 4:30 · 10:00 
I ', Stocks from the Monlerey Contefence Center 
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.RUGS OR CARPET! 
READ & REAR INC. 
REALTORS~ 
"Your Key to Charleston" 
Read fJ1> Read, Inc. serves: 
• Charleston Naval Base &' Weapons Station 
• Charleston Air Force Base 
• Summerville &' Surrounding Areas 
East Cooper &' James Island Resort Areas 
READ & READ. INC. REALTORS" 
Diane Jaeger, GR!, CRS, Realtor 
Office (803) 556-9383 Res idence (803) 571-3573 
615 Wesley Drive. Charleston, South Carolina 29407 
CARPET 




FLOORS ... READY 
TO INSTALL! 




ROOM SIZE REMNANTS FROM . . 
YOUR 
·WITH EVERY ROOM SIZE 
REMNANT PURCHASEO 
• 
G~:O c. mlLL181 
517 E, FRANKLIN AVE. 
MONTEREY· (408) 373-4457 
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WE'LL HAVE IT READY! 
$1.00 OFF WITH THIS AD 
ON ANY LARGE PIZZA 
725 LIGHTHOUSE AVE. 




this ad FOR YOOI 
and you 
will receive WELCOME NEW 
$250 STUDENTS & 
ALL NPGS 
WESTER COUPON 




by Janet Machak 
Driving along the coast in early Maya 
bounty of colors delight the eye. The 
fields, turned a lush green by the winter 
rains, are decorated with sunny yellow, 
purplish blue, bright orange, and shock-
ing pink blossoms. The wi ldflowers are in 
bloom! Even the dunes sa lute the spring 
season as their sandy ca rpet, mottled with 
rusty brown, beige, and dull green bursts 
into patches of white and purple blooms. 
But there along the roadway is another 
color-dry-grass brown-warning that 
spring gives way to summer and many, 
though not all , of these glorious colors 
will leave the scene. The question be-
comes, IIHow can I prolong or enhance 
the joy these flowers bring?" The answer 
is, "Visit your local library." 
purchase of a 






WESTER VOLKSWAGEN FIAT & SAAB 
MONTEREY PENINSULA AUTO CENTER SEAIIDE PHONE 394.680' 
• 
At the library you can borrow an 
illustrated field guide and learn that those 
dainty, bright orange splashes of color 
you walk by each day are California 
Poppies, and that the blue and white 
sprigs are Sky lupine. Some guides 
specialize in one locality, such as Yosem-
ite National Park, the Santa Cruz Moun-
tains, the desert, or the seashore. Some 
books give technical names and descrip-
tions, while others relate the stories 
behind common plant names or tell of 
folklore surrouding the plants. 
A few titles give contradictory messages 
about wildflowers. Edible Plants of the 
World and Eat the Weeds urge you to do 
just that. But Daffodils are Dangerous 
cautions the reader to beware that many 
familiar and favorite wildflowers can be 
quite dangerous. Wildflower Gardening 
seems to contradict itself, explaining how 
to put WILD flowers into your own 
cultivated garden. 
You can find one other type of book to 
help you further enjoy the spring blos-
soms. One of these is a small text titled 
California Wildflowers in Verse and 
Picture. These are the books which say, 
"Just relax, look, and enjoy the wildflow-
ers." 0 
~Ag) IN DEL MONTE CENTER a most unique store for . .. NEEDLE CRAFT 
• Needlepoint • Knitting Yarn 
YARNS • Crewel • Paternayan Yarns 
/\ l\ • Latch Hook • DMC Products Count Cro •• Stitch Suppllea 
Mon.-Thurs.-Frl. 10 to 9 Tues.-Wed.-Sat. 10 to 6 Sun. 12 to 5 
720 Del Monte Shopping Center, Across from Saks, Monterey 
375-3550 
MOVING? 
NO COST REFERRAL 
CENTURY 21 has over 7.000 
offices to assist you In your next 
move. Why not call today to obtain 
details on homes throughout the 
nation? 
ARNDT ASSOCIATES,INC. 
550 Camino EI Estero Monterey, CA 93940 
408-373-4477 
Sam Mcleod Tom Fleming 
NAVfYJo Beauty Salon 
Hairstyling for Men I; Women 
We are pleased to announce the addition of a new 
Beautician Leader to the staff at La Mesa Village. 
Come in and Say Hello to LEE GROSS. 
(formerly of First Cabin) 
Open Tues.-SaL La Mesa Village 
All Profits go to the Navy Welfare and Recreation Fund. 
I 
372·1121 
WASHINGTON DC BOUND? 
To assist you with your move our comprehensive Relocation Package 
contains the following information, plus much more; 
• New &. Resale Homes • Schools • Public Transportation 
• Flnandng • Moving' Kit • Recreation &. Sports 
(VA, FHA, CONV, &. VHA) • Rentals • Local &. State Maps 
For your free copy, please call collect (703) 569-9883 and ask for 
Shirley Merritt in the relocation department or mail the coupon below to: 
~\~ CORYELL &. ruCKER REALTY INC. \(1. Dept. M 5803 Rolling Rd., Suite 215 Springfield, VA 22152 NAME _________ TEL NO. ___ _ ADDR5S _____________ _ CllY ________ STATE ZIP __ _ 
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ARE PRIMARY TEETH IMPORTANT? 
Primary teeth (a much better phrase than " baby teeth" ) playa very 
important role in the development of a chi ld's future dental health . 
Obviously, they are necessary for chewing. Even more important, prim-
ary teeth create the proper spaces for permanent teeth . A primary tooth 
that is prematurely lost can no longer do this job. The teeth nearby will 
crowd into the empty space, and when the follow-on permanent tooth 
tries to enter there may be no room. As a result , it may become impacted 
(lean sideways inside the gum) . It may come out in the wrong place (for 
example, through the front of the gum). Or, it may crowd its way in and 
destroy the delicate balance of the mouth . 
Losing primary teeth prematurely is one afthe commonest reasons for 
orthodontic treatment later on . Prompt treatment with a space-
maintaining appliance is generally called for to reserve the room for the 
developing adult teeth . 
PLEASE FEEL WELCOME TO CALL DR . LACKEY OR DR. POOLE AT 
649-1055 NIGHT OR DAY SHOULD YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HAVE AN 
UNEXPECTED DENTAL EMERGENCY. BOTH DOCTORS SERVED IN 
THE U.S. NAVY DENTAL CORP. AND WERE STATIONED AT THE 
U.S.N.P.G.S. 
Arlen Lackey D.D.S., James Poole, D.D.S. 
675 PINE AVENUE, PACIFIC GROVE, CA 
TELEPHONE (408) 649-1055 
MEXICAN DISHES 
CASA FUENTE BLDG . 
435 PIERCE ST. 
MONTEREY 
- SPECIALIZING IN -
- COMBINATION DINNERS 
-TAMALES -TACOS 
- CHILI RELLENOS 
- ENCHILADAS 
- WINES & BEER 
OPEN DAILY 
EXCEPT TUESDAY 
FRI -SAT 11 AM-10 PM 
SUN-THURS 11 AM-9 PM 
IEMI - ,.IVAn 1_ IVAlUIlE 
1 ~ 8l0Cll fROM 
IIIONTUU CONfEMNCE Cl:NTER 
PACI FIC 
z, I-...... __ _ 
~ .J~ PIERCE 
z PARI(ING IN 





by Sandy Goodson 
What is the largest tree you have ever 
seenl If your answer is 200 feet tall or 
more, you have no doubt seen a redwood 
tree. California has the largest redwood 
groves in the country. Only about 72 
groves are known to exist. Redwoods are 
generally classified as either coastal or 
sierra redwoods. 
Span ish Ca lifornians ca lled the coastal 
redwood Ifpalo colorado" or red tree. 
Coastal redwoods grow in the tlsu mmer 
fog belt" of California and southwestern 
Oregon. You will not find them much 
fu rther south than the Monterey-Big Sur 
area. Coastal redwoods are the tallest 
evergreens in the world . They are approx-
imately 350 feet high and 14 to 16 feet in 
diameter with one foot th ick bark. 
You may ask, " Where do I find these tall 
evergreens?" A few of the choice spots 
are: 
1. Big Basin State Park in the Santa Clara 
Mountains has bicycle paths, horseback 
riding and 35 miles of hiking trai ls through 
its groves. 
2. Humboldt Redwoods, on or near the 
Avenue of the Giants (a highway that 
winds through the groves) is in Humbo ldt 
County. In Founders Grove you will find 
the Founders Tree, which is the tallest 
known redwood (364 feet) . The Rocke-
feller Grove (8,000 acres) is one of the 
finest redwood stands in the coun try. 
3. Muir Woods, 17 miles northwest of 
San Francisco, is considered one of the 
most beautiful and accessible of the 
redwood groves. 
4. Petrified Forest, 15 miles east of Santa 
Rosa, in Sonoma County, has fossilized 
redwood trunks scattered among the 
living trees. While you are in the area, you 
may also want to see Mount St. Helena, an 
exti nct volcano, and the Old Faithful 
Geyser of California nearby. 
S. Prairie Creek Redwoods, 6 miles 
north of Orick, is where the last surviving 
herd of Roosevelt elk in Ca lifornia lives. 
6. Felton. Take an 1880 steam train ride 
for a 6 mile, 75 minute trip through the 
redwoods of Santa Cru z County on the 
Roaring Camp and Big Trees Narrow 
Gauge Railroad. 
7. Or go to Fort Bragg for a 40 mile, 7Y:z 
hour trip on the Ca lifornia Western 
Railroad (The Skunk) through the red-
wood groves and mountains to Willits. 
Sierra redwoods, o r giant sequoias, are 
found in groves that are 4,000 to 7,500 feet 
in elevation. There are hundreds of trees 
that are 2,500 to 3,000 years old. Fully 
mature trees (over 40 years o1d) have bark 
12 to 16 inches thick. This thick bark has 
protected them from fires that have 
ravaged many other forests. 
Where will you find these giants? Visit 
the following groves-
1. Calaveras Grove, 3 hours no rth of 
San Francisco, was discovered in 1852. It 
was one of the fi rst groves known to the 
world. 
2. Kings Canyon and the adjoining 
Sequoia National Parks consist of twenty-
five groves. The Giant Forest is the most 
popular with tourists. Genera l Sherman, 
" the biggest tree in the world," is here. It 
is 273.9 feet high, 37.3 feet in diameter, 
and weighs approximately 6,167 tons! 
Botanists estimate that it is 3,500 years old. 
One limb of the General Sherman is larger 
than most of the trees in the Rocky 
Mountains. 
3. Whitaker Forest consists of 320 acres 
under the management of the University 
of California at Redwood Mountain in 
Fresno County. This is the best place in 
Cal ifornia to see contro lled reproduction 
of the " big tree." 
4. Yosemite National Park has three 
groves. The most popular is Mariposa 
Grove, near the southern boundaryof the 
park . This grove is where you will find the 
Htunnel trees," In 1880 a roadway was cut 
through the Wawona Tree, also known as 
the Tunnel Tree. This tree was 231 feet tall 
and 26 feet in diameter. Unfortunately, it 
fell in the wi nter storms of 1966-1%9. Up 
to that time, it was one of the most 
photographed trees in the world . There is 
still a tunnel tree left, though. It is 232 feet 
tall and known as the California Tree. 
You may see these magnificent trees by 
snowshoe, horseback, foot, bike, car or 
train. Whichever mode you desire, I urge 
you to see them while you are in 
Monterey. Most of us will never live this 
close to these ancient giants again, and as 
long as you are living in the "summer fog 
belt" of California, you may as well see 
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¢ Full Service 
r~v Chevrolet Dealer For 
~ The Monterey Peninsula 
MONTEREY PENINSULA AUTO CENTER 
3 GEARY PLAZA SEASIDE, CA. 93955 (408) 899-4211 
HOUSING INFORMATION 
Wash, D.C. - Maryland - Virginia 
CALL COLLECT --- "ASK FOR" 
Charlotte & Ron Miscavich 
(301) 261-0500 (of c) (301) 261-4361 (res) 
Charlotte & Ron are a retired military family (USCG) 
specializing in giving personal service for the last 
nine years to families relocat ing to the Washington-
Balt imore Metro areas. Long {lo. Foster Realtors have 
32 offices to serve you and a Relocation Dept. pro-
viding coast to coast relocation information. 
Contact us for your relocation needs by Call ing 
Collect or Writing a 
I "-
CHARLOTTE & RON MISCAVICH iL 0 
LONG & FOSTER REAL ESTATE INC. ' I ~ i ~~I P.O. BOX 549 BOWIE, MARYLAND 20715 (301) 261-0500 (301) 261-4361 
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A Living Legacy: 
The Trees of 
the Del Monte 
by Leslee Paquette 
In the half century that the Del Monte 
reigned as " The Queen of American 
Watering Places," a predominant feature 
of the hotel itself was derived from "EI 
Monte," a Spa nish te rm for "a beautiful 
grove of trees." An auction circular for 
the Oak Grove Addition dated July 5, 1890 
describes the neighboring Del Monte as 
having "Seven Thousand Acres of Plea-
sure Grounds" where tl in a most attractive 
grove of oaks and pines is located the now 
world-famed seaside Hotel." In those 
seven thousand acres there were planted 
over 100 types of trees, some, in addition 
to flowers and shrubs, supplied by 50 
countries. 
Alexander Eddie, supervising ga rdener 
at the Hotel Del Monte Park before the 
Navy controlled the property in 1942, 
wrote a pamphlet that included informa-
tion on the origins of some of the trees. 
For example, the ancient Greeks believed 
that the oak, including the native Califor-
nia live oak, was the fi rst tree. Oaks were 
held sacred by Zeus. In addition, they 
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were used by the Druids (whose name is 
derived from the Celtic word for oak) in 
religious ceremonies. There was also a 
type of oak that provides cork located 
within the grounds. Other native Califor-
nia trees were the Monterey Pine which, 
as a species, has a short lifetime of 80 to 
130 years, and the Monterey Cypress. 
There were more exotic types of trees 
that flourished, such as the Maiden Hair 
tree. It was called a " living fossil" because, 
although it was from China, it no longer 
grew native anywhere in the world. 
Native to Germany, the two species of 
lindens in the park were prolific in 
folklore and poetry. The Santa lucia fir 
was very rare. Its characteristic spires grew 
75 or 100 feet. Perhaps one of the most 
unusual trees was the Taxodium from 
Mexico, a species which is supposedly 
6000 years old, loca ted near the lake. 
Three types of holly trees were part of 
the landscape of the Del Monte. English 
holly trees, which are an emblem of good 
luck, we well as American evergreen holly 
flourished. There was also horned holly 
originally from China and Japan. 
Some trees were inspired in name or in 
use by the American Indians. For exam-
ple, the gum of red gum trees was known 
to be used as a dentifrice. The name of the 
majestic sequoia came from the name of 
the inventor of the Cherokee alphabet. 
There were two species of sequoia 
present in the park-the Redwood and 
the California Big Tree. 0 
AguaJlto Veterinary Hospital 
Thomas Williams, DVM 
Frank Kocher, DVM 
Tom Schubert, DVM 
Judy Martin, DVM 
1221 10th Street - Outside of 9th SI. Gate, NPS 





Let us help you make the move to the Nor1olk-Virginia 
Beach Community a pleasant one. Call collect to 
receive your relocation package and all you will need 
to know about this area. 
Jini L. Persons, GRI 
Realtor Associate 




Col USA ReI. 
halty Consultants. 4480 Holland Ottice Park. Vlrginia BeaCh. Vl.rginJa 23452. (804) 499-5911 
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OPENING IN JUNE 
The Garden 
Nautilus Center 
A Unique Experience in Fun and Fitness 
SIGN UP NOW 
AND YOU RECEIVE 
• YOUR OWN EXCLUSIVE PROGRAM 
ON THE rULL LINE or NAUTILUS 
• ATTENTIVE PROFESSIONAL STArr· 
ING CONCERNED WITH YOUR 
SPECIFIC CONDITIONING NEEDS 
• PRIVATE SAUNAS ANO SUNOECK 
WITH OUTDOOR JACUZZI 
• SPACIOUS DRESSING AREAS 
• SNACK BAR INCLUDING BEER AND 
WINE . 
• SOCIAL EVENTS, DANCE BANDS. 
HEALTH rOOD POTLUCKS AND 
MORE ... 
• NUTRITION AND DIET COUNSELING 
... AND IF YOU JOIN NOW!! 
PAY NO INITIATION FEE 
Plus all Nautilus members have free use of 
exIsting fitness center starting now! 
GET A NAUTILUS WORKOUT FOR LESS THAN' I 00 A DAYfI 
The Garden Nautilus Center 
INSIDE THE GARDEN RACQUETBALL CLUB 
2000 Garden Road. Monterey. 646-0550 
1 
WHATEVER YOUR LIFESTYLE 
Our full service "Military Relocation Specialists" can 
make this an informative and pleasant move for you. [H 
REALTOR" RELOCATinG 
nORFOLK - VIRGiniA BEACH 
(or anuwhere In the U.S.A.) 
•••••••••••••••••••••• n & K th . CLIP AND MAIL TODA Y , , • I"\ose rue. Please send ,nformation on: : 
I')ealty Corp • 0 Hnme 0 Townhome 0 CllI,l.r • n: . • 0 Coasl 10 COOSI RelocCHlon ServICe 0 inSUriUlCE:' • 
• My Family cons.sls of 0 spouse and children. 
or . L • I prefer 10 10<OIe ,n : 0 Va. &och 0 Norfolk 0 C hes.lpeake • 
.. I omorrow 5 eaders Today" • Proce R,lIlge $ • 
• NAME RANK · 
400 Oakmears Cresent • • 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 234ti2 • ADDRESS • 
• CITY STATE ZIP • 
• PHONE (NIT) • 
• For Personal Service, Ask for FRANK CREASY 
CALL COLLECT (804) 499-9191 or (804) 497-1830 
